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The Smaller Penstemons of 
Wasbington State 

Rick Lupp 
Portland, Oregon 

When it comes to penstemons, Washington is blessed with an abundance of 
species and natural hybrids. I am a nurseryman who specializes in alpines and 
an avid hiker and climber who gets out into the high country of the Cascade 
and Olympic Mountains whenever possible. In the natural course of pursuing 
these interests, I have developed a great appreciation for Washington's smaller 
penstemons. 

Without a doubt, the penstemon that I see most often in our mountains is P. 
davidsonii in its many sub-species, forms, and varieties. It is also one of the 
parents of most of the natural hybrids that I have encountered. P. davidsonii 
ssp. menziesii is the most widespread form with its beautiful, glossy, dark-green 
foliage. The edge of each leaf is almost always fmely-toothed, and the plant has 
a strong trailing habit which makes it perfectly suited for the wall or for use as 
a ground cover in sites with excellent drainage and good sun exposure. The 
blooms are generally at least one inch long and occur in shades of violet to 
blue. 

Exceptionally compact forms of this plant occur on the north side of Mt. 
Rainier and nearby peaks. Don King of Seattle has introduced a first-rate dwarf 
form call 'Tolmiei Peak' which originated in this area. The more typical forms 
of this penstemon occur all through the Cascades south to the area north of Mt. 
Adams and through most of the Olympic Mountains. All forms of this plant 
adapt well to cultivation, and it is widely used in gardens in our area. 

Further south on Mt. Adams is the only area in Washington that I know of 
where Penstemon davidsonii var. davidsonii occurs. This plant is very different 
from Penstemon davidsonii ssp. menziesii both in size and habit. P. davidsonii 
var. davidsonii has somewhat linear acute to rounded foliage which forms tight 
mats to three inches high with lavender flowers up to 3/4 inch in length. The 
smallest, tightest forms of this plant occur on the north face of the mountain at 
the 7000' to 8000' level. Several years ago, I selected a form from this area 
which I named 'Mt. Adams Dwarf. This cultivar forms congested mats of 
foliage only 112 inch high with 114 inch long flowers held on 112 inch stems. I 
consider this the perfect trough penstemon where it has proven perfectly hardy 
and produces a long bloom period in full exposure. 
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One of the most vibrant colored blooms seen in our mountains is the 
unmistakable pink flower of Penstemon rupicola. which in some forms is 
almost red. This is a plant which occurs almost exclusively on cliffs and rock 
outcrops in nature and should be given a correspondingly fast-<iraining, lean 
(very little humus) growing medium in the garden. A problem with this 
penstemon in cultivation is a tendency to produce center die-back over winter 
which detracts from the plant's appearance. Some say they have had success in 
beating this problem by planting in an area with very little winter sun. The 
cu1tivar Penstemon rupicola 'Myrtle Hebert' is an excellent, floriferous plant 
with a natural resistance to center die-back. Another notable feature of P. 
rupicola is its distinctive blue-gray foliage which is either rounded or acute and 
mat forming. This is another very promiscuous species which crosses readily 
with P. davidsoni/, P. fruticosus and P. cardwellii. I grow a striking natural 
hybrid from Esmeralda Basin in the Stewart Range which has typical P. 
rupicola foliage to about 4 inches high with two-inch blooms of rich violet 
purple. This hybrid had formed a large mat amid a colony of P. fruticosus with 
P. rupicola visible on cliffs about 100 yards away. All natural hybrids that I 
bring into cultivation are started from cuttings taken with as little disruption as 
possible to the parent plant. P. rupicola 'Alba' is a another form well worth 
growing for the wonderful contrast between the foliage and bloom. 

Some of the forms and varieties of P. fruticosus certainly can be classed 
among my favorite small Penstemon. This plant is quite variable in its range, 
~ut it's most often seen in high elevations as a mat-forming shrublet to about 8 
inches high and as much as 3. feet across, with flowers mostly in the blue to 
lavender color range. There is a population of P. fruticosus in the vicinity of 
Ironstone Mountain in the south Cascades which is uniformly compact, 
forming dense little domed shrubs which -- from the looks of their trunks -- are 
very old. These forms are the predominant plant on the exposed ridges leading 
to Ironstone Mountain at elevations of 6000' to 7000'. I am currently doing 
trials on a number of these forms at the nursery to see if they will hold their 
compact habit at low elevation 

P. fruticosus 'White Pass' is a compact, floriferous, white-flowered form 
that I found growing in the area of White Pass, Washington about five years 
ago while looking for morel mushrooms. This plant has rather narrow-linear, 
glossy foliage with many large, white flowers in late Mayor early June. While I 
don't know the origin of the strain, Drake's Alpine Nursery of Scotland offers 
seed of a fine strain of P. fruticosus ssp. scouleri with good red bloom and 
compact habit. This species is also best grown in very lean mediums with good 
sun exposure. 

Never will I understand why P. procerus ssp. tolmiei has not become a 
standard in American rock gardens. This plant forms beautiful, low mats of 
glossy, dark-green, spatulate foliage which is attractive year round and 
produces a generous bloom of small flowers held in clusters on 2 to 4 inch 
stems. A wide range of flower color is found in nature and many forms are 
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delightfully fragrant, especially the ochroleucous (creamy white) form. The 
color form that is most often seen is a wonderful combination of violet and blue 
which I describe as "electric blue." This is the color form seen in the Olympic 
Mountains and the North Cascades. To the east ofMt. Rainier, on Mt. Aix, is a 
compact violet-flowered form; to the south ofMt. Rainier the predominant form 
is creamy white. Further south in the Goat Rocks Wilderness, I find the 
ochroleucous form with just enough violet pigment evident to produce plants in 
the pink range and others that are creamy white at the opening, turning to soft 
lavender at the throat. One such clone I grow as 'Alpenglow'. A number of my 
customers in New England and the Midwest have told me that P. procerus ssp. 
tolmiei does very well in their gardens and is one of the most satisfactory 
penstemon that they grow. 

The last of Washington's small penstemons that I will mention only makes 
it into our state in a small area from south of Mount S1. Helens along the 
Cascades to the Columbia River Gorge. This is the home of P. cardwellii, 
which is a very woody-based mat former with low rosettes of attractive, oblong, 
toothed foliage of rich, dark green. The plant produces large, purplish flowers 
held on 8 to 10 inch stems and is generally found at sub-alpine elevations in 
part shade growing on sandy, rocky soils. This plant grows in close proximity 
to P. rupicola on Larch Mountain on the Oregon side of the Columbia River 
Gorge, where I have found many attractive hybrids showing color of flower and 
foliage near to P. rupicola and shape of the foliage and flower stem length 
much the same as P. cardwell;;. P. cardwellii adapts well to rock garden 
culture. 

I hope that at least some of you will be inspired to seek out and grow some 
of Washington's wonderful smaller penstemons. 
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Some Special 
New Mexico Penstemons 

Jean Hejlin 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

New Mexico is home to at least thirty-nine species of Penstemon, many of 
which are endemic to very smaIl areas of the state. In preparing A Field Guide 
to New Mexico Penstemons with Erma Pilz, my husband Bill and I began to 
travel the state to photograph these plants in the wild. We can now share with 
you these photographs, along with brief notes about the special attributes of 
each penstemon. Unless otherwise noted, the accompanying photographs are 
Bill's. Where we have experidnce growing them in our garden in the 
Albuquerque foothills, 1 have ~ncluded this information. 

Note that our yearly precipitation averages 10-14". Temperatures can drop 
to the teens in winter and reaqh the high nineties in summer. The soil is granite 
sand. Members who want to ttY growing these plants in areas of higher rainfall 
and high humidity should keep them very well drained and on the dry side, 
with more water for the high attitude species. I will start with penstemons in 
the far southern areas of our state and then work north. 

Described as early as 1859 in the W.H. Emory Report of the U.S. & 
Mexican Boundary Survey P~nstemon dasyphyllus is at the edge of its range in 
extreme southwest New Mexico. After several attempts to locate it in New 
Mexico, we photographed it rlear Dragoon, Arizona, but we have since been 
informed it's to be found on the Gray Ranch. It is very hard to locate when not 
in bloom, since it often grow in gravelly areas with grama grass. Its fine gray
green leaves camouflage it well. In bloom it is up to a foot tall with delightful 
1" flowers on slender, graceful stems. It's not endangered in Arizona, but it is 
so hard to see when not in bloom -- even if you know it's there -- that it could 
easily be lost in developing ateas. 

Penstemon alamosensis is restricted to the western canyons of the 
Sacramento Mountains near the city of Alamogordo. It is listed as an 
endangered species in New Mexico. Several years ago, it was collected for a 
landscape plant, but its small, scattered populations close to a populated area 
indicate its fragility. Growing in hot, steep limestone canyons, it is a challenge 
to anyone who wishes to find and photograph its scarlet flowers that appear 
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from late April to June. It is somewhat similar to the Texas Penstemon 
(Penstemon havardii), and some botanists consider it synonymous. 

Penstemon ramosus has been a puzzle. Examples classified as Penstemon 
lanceolatus in New Mexico herbariums are probably P. ramosus, according to 
Dr. Frartk Crosswhite. He writes that P. ramosus differs from P. lanceolatus in 
its habit of branching below the inflorescence and an earlier flowering period. 
He writes that if P. lanceolatus comes into New Mexico at all, it does so just at 
the Mexican border. An uncommon plant, iti,s on the New Mexico Rare and 
Sensitive Plant Species list. It has been found in Catron, Luna, Hidalgo, and 
Sierra Counties. Plant populations that we saw in New Mexico and Arizona 
were orlly from six to ten individuals. A delicate-appearing plant with attractive 
pendulous flowers, it grows in dry. rocky sites. 

Spectacular is the word for Penstemon superbus, another red penstemon, 
but so tall, robust, and full of brilliant, red blooms that it fully deserves its 
name. Growing at times to five feet (though more commonly around three feet), 
it is found in hot, rocky sites in the southwestern area of New Mexico and is 
more common in Arizona. It is now listed in Rare and Sensitive Plant Species 
for New Mexico. Successfully grown from collected seed in my dry garden, it 
lives for several years with minimal water. 

The two types of the handsome Penstemon cardinalis are restricted to small 
areas of the southern New Mexico. mountains. Penstemon cardinalis ssp. 
cardinalis exists only in scattered populations in the pine and fir forests of the 
Sacramento and White Mountains. Just last year it was placed on the 
endangered plant list in New Mexico. P. cardinalis ssp. regalis is native to the 
cliffs of the Guadalupe Mountains and is occasionally abundant within its 
limited range. It is also on the Rare and Sensitive Plant Species list. Differences 
in the two subspecies may be obscure, mainly in the length and shape of the 
calyx. The plant has waxy, gray, or blue-green wide leaves and deep red, 
drooping tubular flowers. In my garden, one parent plant (from a nursery) has 
grown well near a dry stream bed for six years. Its offspring come readily from 
seed started inside in spring. 

Penstemon neomexicanus is native to the Capitan, Sacramento, and White 
Mountains at pine to spruce/fir elevations. Occasionally, it has been listed for 
north-central New Mexico as well. It is a showy plant about three feet tall with 

. lilac, blue, or purple flowers crowded on a secund spike. It seems to be as 
tolerant in the garden as Penstemon strictus, but not as prolific in reproducing 
itself. I grew my original plants from stratified seed started indoors in the 
spring. Its restricted range has put it on the Rare and Sensitive Plant Species 
list. 

Penstemon pseudospectabi/is ssp. connatifolius grows in New Mexico in 
Catron, Hidalgo, Dona Ana, and Grant Counties and extends into eastern 
Arizona. It grows in open woodland areas and canyons of the foothills. It is an 
excellent garden plant for very dry sites. It has been a fine addition to my 
garden: once established it does well on just the moisture falling from the sky. 
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It blooms from late May through. late June and perhaps again in the fall. It also 
looks quite respectable in the winter. 

Another fine garden pensteIrton for very hot, dry sites, Penstemon palmeri 
is only occasionally found in N~ Mexico, but is common in Arizona. In my 
garden, it requires very little water once established. It can easily overgrow and 
become floppy with too much WIlter. One of the few fragrant species, its bloom 
stalks normally reach 3 to 4 feet and can be much taller with water. The plant 
tends to become unsightly after blooming and perhaps should be planted at the 
back of the dry border for this reason, but it is surely one of the most 
spectacular of ~nstemons. 

In the south~ of the state near the Texas border in Chavtw, Lea, 
and Eddy Counties, Penstemon buckleyi grows in very hot, sandy areas. It is 
quite a handsome and distinctive stiftly.r.upright plant up to 20" tall with 
rounded or often heart-shapedbtacts supporting whorls of lavender flowers. 

Penstemon ilmbiguus is called the sand penstemon from its preference for 
open sandy areas. Its many slencler stems -- topped by delicate white flowers -
and bushy growth habit make a' ~how from May to AugUst in the central part of 
the state. Old plants can reach three feet. I have had some difficulty getting this 
penstemon started in the gardefil perhaps because the soil wasn't loose enough. 

At first glance, Penalemon tltu,be,i can be confused with Penstemon 
ambiguus, since both have similbr shrubby growth habits, very narrow leaves, 
and delicate flowers with narrow tubes. Penstemon thurberi has a darker pink 
flower face and the throat openi,g of the flower is more wide open than that of 
Penstemon ambiguus. The throat opening of P. ambiguus is narrow, almost 
closed, and the flower face is white, although. it may appear lavender or pink 
from the color present on the batk of the petals. Penstemon thurberi tends to 
have a more southern range than P. ambiguus, but its range extends at least as 
far north as Socorro County. The two may intergrade. 

Two species from the high altitudes of the Magdalena Mountains are of 
special interest. Grown for years in England but not to be found in New Mexico 
nurseries when I first arrived here in 1984, Penstemon pmi/olius is one of the 
best of the garden penstemons. the plants are evergreen, low, and shrubby with 
multitudes of small scarlet flowers from June to August. They need full sun, 
gravelly to rocky soils, and some extra water in my garden. There is a yellow 
strain as well, although. it doesn ~t seem to be as prolific with its blooms as the 
red form. 

Not far away in the open meadows at about 10,000' in the Magdalenas, 
Penstemon pseudoparvus is found. It is closely allied to Pensfemon oliganthus, 
which is close by at lower altitudes. Future studies may indicate synonymy. It 
differs in its small size (to 30 cm) and its habit of carrying its corolla in an 
ascending manner, never drooping. Its limited numbers and extremely narrow 
range just at the mountain peaks has caused it to be placed on the New Mexico 
Rare Plant Review list. 
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In central and northern New Mexico sage or woodland altitudes from 
5,000'-7,000', graceful Penstemon comarrhenusthrives in open grassy areas. 
Opalescent pale pink or blue puffy 1-1 112" tubes are carried on secund stalks. 
It is readily identifiable by its anthers, which are heavily bearded with white 
hairs. It seems easy to grow in my garden, from seed started inside in the 
spring. 

Penstemon jamesii and Penstemon jamesi; ssp. ophianthus are two wide
spread grassland penstemons of central and northern New Mexico. The more 
common Penstemonjamesii is generally shOrt, up to 18" depending on 
moisture, and carries its large lavender flowers crowded on its stems, blooming 
in June or July. Its subspecies P. jamesii ssp. ophianthus is common on the 
western slope of the Sandia Mountains in sandy soils. We have also 
photographed it near the Grand Canyon in Arizona. It is similar to Penstemon 
jamesii but smaller and darker in color. Both these plants seem easy to grow in 
Albuquerque gardens in sandy, dry areas with little water once established. 

You must really be looking for the tiny Penstemon breviculus to locate it. 
Usually under 8" when in full bloom, it grows in the sand washes of dry 
sagebrush country in San Juan County on the southern edge of its range. A 
charming small cousin of Penstemon jamesii, it is often linked with Penstemon 
ophianlhus, but more study is needed on whether to separate the two. To my 
eye, it seems quite distinct, particularly because of the unusual square shape of 
the flower face. 

Perhaps this has given you an interest to look for these and our other New 
Mexico penstemons. As usual when dealing with the genus Penslemon, you 
never complete your studies ... and you're always left with more questions: a 
never-ending fascinating and beautiful jigsaw puzzle. 
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Some Penstemons for the Dry Garden 

Bob Nold 
Lakewood, Colorado 

The dry garden is an idea whose time has come. Changing climatic conditions, 
watering restrictions, and a dose of plain old-fashioned common sense have 
turned many gardeners living in semi-arid regions to at least a consideration of 
the prospect of a·garden which, instead of raging against nature, tends to flow 
along with the vagaries of weather and its related horrors and delights. 

Traditionally, gardens have'been conceived as oases in the middle of real or 
imaginary hells~ oases replete Wlith fountains, pools, per;golas, arbors, climbing 
plants, and massive overdoses of green. Coming to appreciate the idea of a dry 
garden takes time, rethinking cUstomary garden ''values,'' and a whole new 
catalog of plants. 

I don't really care for the i_ of watering, not out of any sense of 
conservation (in Denver, as in .oSt Western cities without watering 
restrictions, the attitude is "let'slwaste as much water as we can, or someone 
else might get it") but out of embarrassment. Having to compensate for rainfall 
by irrigation is a sure sign of living in an inferior climate; if I felt that twelve 
inches of rainfall weren't enough, I would move to a place where it rained 
more. 

Dry rock gardens are built oa the same principle as dry perennial borders, 
with a few variations. The same; unamended soil can be used, but in a berm or 
raised bed, mulched with pea grilvel to keep down weeds. Mounding soil isn't 
necessary, but it does give someiadvantages with drainage during downpours or 
wet winters, and it seems to giv¢ additional soil aeration if the basic material is 
pure clay. Rocks are optional. The majority of "rock garden plants" don't grow 
in rocks in nature, so you don't have to feel as though something is lacking in a 
rockless garden, but a few rocks: generally do look nice and give the gardener 
small microclimates to plant around and (most importantly) behind. 

Trees, the scourge of gardeIl$ everywhere, are. best kept well away from dry, 
sunny rock gardens and left where they belong ... in forests. My experience 
with penstemons (I've grown siXty to seventy species) is that almost all perform 
best when given intense sunlight, wind, low rainfall, and moderate to highly 
alkaline soil-- conditions easily1supplied in most gardens west of the lOOth 
meridian. Even Dasanthera enjoy this treatment, although they bum down to 
nothing if not shaded in winter, and they spend most of the spring regaining 
leaves rather than growing flower buds. So I banished them from the 
unirrigated parts of the garden and stuck them on the north side of a fence in a 
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garden featuring standard alpines receiving heavy irrigation -- about once a 
month. 

Section Ericopsis gives the dry rock garden a number of fine mat-forming 
species, all of which should be extremely easy to grow in areas oflow humidity 
and rainfall. Probably the ultimate snob penstemon is Penstemon acaulis: it's 
little, hardly anyone grows it, and it's barely noticeable in the garden. In flower 
it forms tiny pools of blue, but at a distance isn't very impressive, since the 
flowers huddle down in the foliage like sky-blue inmates reaching for heaven 
through tiny green prison bars. I haven't yet tried its cousin, Penstemon 
yampaensis, but seeds are in the pot. By far the showiest Ericopsis is P. 
teucrioides, which comes from the Gunnison River Basin in Colorado and can't 
- for us any'way -- have it too hot or dry. In most springs, the two-foot-wide 
mats are smothered with glowing bright blue flowers, the foliage totally 
disappearing in classic rock-garden-plant style. 

Less showy, but still satisfactory, is Penstemon caespitosus, and its variety 
'Claude Barr,' which has earned a bad reputation for dying off. But most likely 
it's because it's usually placed in a spot which gets far too much water. P. 
tusharensis (looking out of flower like a Turkish alyssum) and P. crandallii are 
also very nice, although our P. crandallii suffered a grisly attack by giant flea
beetle larvae this summer and may not make it through the winter. When not 
mostly dead, this larger "heather penstemon" makes a fine addition to the dry 
garden. The last in this section we currently grow in P. linarioides ssp. 
c%radoensis, an ideal ground cover under native shrubs like mountain 
mahogany. It has attractive, ever-blue foliage. 

Section Aurator contains a few very good dwarf penstemons, the most 
widely-grown being P. eriantherus. I hope visitors to our garden this June 
noticed the huge, gloriously dead specimen by the front driveway ... you should 
have seen it in flower I Being an unrepentant snob, I prefer the similar P. 
cleburnei, with its wonderfully fuzzy, bright sugar-pink flowers. P. graham;; is 
another ultimate rock garden plant, tiny with ludicrously huge, gaping flowers. 
Shale isn't a required growing medium for this wonderful plant, although' 
extreme dryne~s and neglect are beneficial. This year, P. nanus and P. pumilus 
both flowered for the first time, and -- while not ravishing - they're both 
attractive plants probably best grown in dry troughs. The finest blue, equal to 
any gentian, is found in P. humilis, dwarf and very showy (easy from seed, too). 
It's almost equaled by the very handsome P. caryi I saw growing in Vail last 
year. In our garden, perhaps because oflower light intensity, P. caryi doesn't 
approach P. humi/is in stunning blueness. But it's nonetheless a fine plant. 

Section Anularius offers a few dwarf penstemons of considerable beauty. 
The charms of Penstemon nitidus are well known in rock garden circles. The 
earliest-blooming penstemon of most gardens, the intense blue flowers (the 
buds are even better) consort well with other drylanders like Physaria -- a very 
effective combination. Unusually wet weather tends to kill the plants. As Barr 
pointed out, "it has a relatively long life-span, where moisture is never 
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excessive." With the similar p,. angustifolius, the gardener can establish 
successful breeding colonies t, maintain plants, hopefully forever, in a small 
area by cutting off some of the seed pods before they mature (this helps keep the 
plants alive) and leaving them on the ground between existing plants. Soil 
alkalinity is a key ingredient: the lack of it probably accounts for some of the 
weird penstemon photographS you so often see. 

The third plant of this group, P. secundijlorus, has been rudely referred to 
as a "generic" penstemon, but,it's very pretty when properly grown. This 
particular penstemon is quite ~mmon in the western suburbs of Denver, where 
it's a favorite fodder forbulldQzers and landscapers whose idea of beauty begins 
and ends with the chemical ~n of bluegrass strips along highways. I once 
spotted a coral-pink colony growing bravely but hopelessly in an area now 
reserved for mowing, spraying, and the other usual forms of approved 
maintenance. I wish I had collected some seed. 

Penstemon pinifolius and i~s variety 'Mersea Yellow' are almost too obvious 
to mention here, ~ut I will say: that this plant assuredly requires no irrigation. 
Our plants bloomed in their tYpical spectacular fashion with less trum 2.5 
inches of rain and snow betw~n June 1st and October 1st of this year. I am 
growing two red-orange"'flow$"ed varieties with distinctly different foliage, 
about which I know nothing. J • 

One more "penstemon" ~table for larger rock gardens -- P. ambiguus -- IS 

really a twiggy shrub no moreiresembling a penstemon than I do. Weber puts it 
in a different genus -- Leioste",on -- which makes sense to me. It has large pink 
to white phlox-like flowers. Claude Barr spoke oflong-lived plants, to which I 
can't attest: mine are three or rour years old. But hardiness, so often questioned 
among penstemoillovers, is nh problem. I suspect that plants proving tender in 
cold gardens originate too far ~uth. The plant is also native to sandhills in 
northeastern Colorado, and th~se forms are very hardy -- to at least -27 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

This isn't by any means a ~omplete listing of appropriate dwarfpenstemons 
for dry gardens. Many others ... e taking their own sweet time flowering in our 
garden, and new species have ~n described in the last ten years what are very 
tantalizing and suitably unob~nable to instill lust, yeaming, and other 
symptoms of plant fever. I lon~ for example, to try Penstemon debilis. 

There are worse ways to gruden than not having to worry about rain, are 
there not? 
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Penstemons from Seed, the Easy Way 

Bob Nold 
Lakewood, Colorado 

I tend to ignore most advice. This practice can be dangerous ("Wipe your feet," 
"Don't eat with the trowel") or it can be productive ("Vote for me: I'll be your 
voice in Washington"). I have probably killed several thousand more plants by 
paying careful attention to gardening advice than I have bumbling through 
things in my usual way, although I think some of this can be attributed to the 
proliferation of gardening tips from climates not resembling mine. It was La 
Rochefoucauld, I thjnk, who said, "nothing is given more profusely than 
advice." He must have been a gardener. 

The first advice I got on germinating penstemon seed was more in line with 
vegetable gardening or the kind of expert gardening advice you get from 
someone whose great aunt heard tell once of a friend of hers who knew 
someone who could grow anything just by spitting on it: namely, sow them 
straight in the ground like carrots. After a succession of humiliations on and off 
for the last thirty-odd years trying to grow carrots, it made perfect sense to me 
to try penstemons this way. None ever came up. 

I also tried them under lights. Plants grown under lights, for me anyway, 
always remind me of someone being held over a balcony by their ankles: a thin, 
white, wispy, hopeless stem, and the body of the plant, elongated to horrible 
dimensions, drooping wildly over the POt, never to regain upright growth, and 
doomed to die in a few hours out in the garden. Strangely enough, I did get 
Penstemon kunthii to germinate this way, and six or seven seedlings (out of 
hundreds) managed to have glorious careers in the garden. Growing plants 
under lights is too much trouble: constantly monitoring moisture, spraying 
fungicides, trying to figure out how to move the seedlings outdoors without 
killing them. 

I also tried plastic bags in the refrigerator. I used a little screened peat moss, 
barely moistening it just like the books said, and mixed the seed in. The bags 
were places with the tops open and folded over in the butter drawer in the 
refrigerator. All seeds germinated in about three weeks, but I didn't know about 
it until much later. You have to check these. things daily, if not hourly. What I 
got for my trouble was bags of rotting seedlings growing in new and interesting 
life-forms not usually associated with either gardening or the refrigerator. I 
washed off the seedlings, planted them out in pots, and they all died. My multi
talented wife, in the JJ;leantime, had constructed cold frames, complete with 
Styrofoam insulation, on the south side of the house. The frames were really for 
annuals, but I tried penstemon in them, getting very good germination. The 
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frames were frost-free (eyen at -27°F), but cool enough to give proper cold 
treatment. Then came the day when the temperature rose to 90°F and the 
plastic pots in the frames (the south side of the house being just slightly cooler 
than an asphalt highway in southern Arizona in the summer) melted. The 
seedlings were vaporized. 

I finally arrived at a solution which was so obvious it had to be the last thing 
I thought of: sow the seeds in pots, outdoors, exposing them to the sun, wind, 
cold, heat, without trying to accustom them to garden conditions. This was 
advice I had been ignoring for years, dismissing it as impossible in a cold, dry 
climate, easier in areas with more or less reliable snow cover. I had noted the 
ability of self-sown seedlings to survive in the garden without my intervention, 
but I never quite made the necessary leap of faith to try something only slightly 
more controlled. 

We take a bag of screened peat moss, perlite, and sand, in roughly equal 
proportions. The sand (the bagged kind they sell at lumberyards is highly 
alkaline and works fine) is for weight: the western suburbs of Denver having 
one of the most windswept inhabited areas on the planet, seedpots have to be 
heavy. (Always use a dust mask when screening peat moss -- inhalation can be 
fatal -- and working with perlite.) I use the same mixture for everything with 
equally good results. 

I bought a huge supply of English grower's pots (partly for snob appeal) 
from Nicke's, who unfortunately no longer carries them. These are three-inch 
round polypropylene pots, dishwasher-safe, and they last for years even if left 
outside every winter. Other pots work, of course, but most get brittle with age 
and shatter at the wrong moment. You also just can't jam as many pots into a 
frame. 

During the first few weeks of January the frenzy starts. I bought a dozen 
Rubbermaid dishpans which I fill with hot water, which takes less time to be 
absorbed by the peat moss. I set the pots filled with seed mixture in the pans 
and put them outside or in the garage until they're fully moistened -- usually in 
an hour or so. By this time, the pots are cooled off and I can bring them back 
inside (it's too cold, most yeats, to stand outside and sow seeds with shivering 
fingers) and sprinkle seeds in;each pot, lightly press the seed into the compost, 
cover the pots with a top-dressing of fine gravel for moisture retention, label 
them, and set them outside on specially-built shelves. 

These shelves were constructed so that the pots can sit in plastic trays, 
allowing them to be watered from the bottom (just fill the trays with water), and 
the whole thing can be covered in clear plastic to protect the pots from the 
wind. Just to one side of the shelves is a patched spot on the garage wall where 
neighbors say a railroad tie was blown through the wall before we bought the 
house. I add that just in case anyone is wondering how windy it gets here ... 

The same day any germination activity is noticed, I move the pots to open 
frames (covered with snow fence to protect them from our dogs) and leave them 
to their own devices, watering occasionally. I use the shelves only because I like 
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to see what's going on: germination is an excellent harbinger of spring. But 
seed pots can be put directly into the open frames if necessary. Even in our 
bone-dry, frequently frigid winters, pots don't seem to dry out. One year I left 
about fifty pots unattended outside, frozen stiff for months, without any 
watering, and still had excellent germination. So omission of this shelf business 
might work for gardeners who aren't forever inspecting and poking at things. 

Some time in April or May, the first penstemon seedlings begin to appear. If 
moved immediately to full sun, my plants will be growing in conditions nearly 
identical to those they will find in the garden proper. My losses after 
transplanting, discounting my accidentally ripping the young plants in half or 
mistaking them for weeds, have been minimal. Who could ask for anything 
more? 

British Member Invites Visitors 

Member Edith Briscoe, a member of England's National Garden Scheme, 
invites any member visiting England to call and visit her gardens: 

Darley House Phone 0629 733341 
Darley Dale, Matlock, Derbyshire DE43BP 

A Note on Penstemon Endangerment 

The Federal Register Vol. 58, No. 188, 50CFR, Part 17, September 30, 1993, 
lists "Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants: Review of Plant Taxa 
for Listing as Endangered or Threatened Species" notice of review. This is an 
updated list of plants native to the United States that are being reviewed for 
possible addition to the List of Endangered and Threatened Plants under the 
Endangered Species Act of 1973. The status/trend of these plants is listed as 
Improving (known to be increasing in numbers and/or for which threats to 
their continued existence are lessening in the wild), Stable (known to have 
stable numbers over the recent past and/or for which threats have remained 
relatively constant), Declining (decreasing numbers and lor increasing threats), 
or Unknown (additional survey work is required to determine current trends). 
The number of Pen stem on species listed in each status/trend are as follows: 

Improving 4 
Stable 4 

Declining 2 (Penstemon /emhiensis and P. wardii) 
Unknown 39 

In addition, the Federal Register (SOC FR 17.11 and 17.12, August 23, 1993) 
lists the endangered and threatened wildlife and plants. Two species of 
Penstemon (P. haydenii and P. penlandii) are listed as endangered. None are 
listed as threatened. 
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Penstemons in the National Parks 

Ellen Wilde 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Where can you go to see a variety of penstemon species? Public gardens often 
change their displays so you can not be sure you will find penstemons when you 
visit. My choice is our National and State Parks where they make every effort to 
preserve species in their natural habitats. My thanks to all the park rangers and 
biologists who responded to my queries and to the many outside botanists that 
they directed me to and who were also generous with their assistance. You will 
see that there are still many parks not included in this list. If you know of any 
which have naturally growing species of penstemons, please send them to me to 
be added. I hope to visit all these parks and see the many species and hope you 
will also! To me, our National Parks are our greatest treasures. 

Dates after park names indicate when their reports were compiled. 
Descriptions are from Ken and Robin Lodewick, notes in old Bulletins, and my 
own observations. They are intended only to help you distinguish among the 

species in the parks. 
For flower size: 

tiny 
small 
small to medium 
medium to large 
large 

NORTHWEST 

Washington 

less than 1 centimeter 
1-1+ 
1-2+ 
2-3+ 
over 3 cm. 

Mt. Rainier (1947) 
Penstemon fruticosus. 6-16" shrubby with medium-large lavender flowers, 

serrate leaves. 
P. serrulatus. (formerly P. dijJusus) 8-28" herbaceous perennial with several 

erect stems, small to medium blue flowers in open clusters, large serrate leaves. 
P. ovatus. 12-40" clustered, spreading stems with small to medium-blue 

flowers and medium-sized serrate leaves. 
P. confertus. 8-20" small, pale yellow flowers in congested whorls on thin, 

erect stems. 
P. procerus ssp. tolmiei. Tiny deep blue flowers in dense whorls on 2-6" 

stems. 

P. procerus. Same as above but up to 16" stems. 
P. rupicola. Medium to large, showy flowers in rose or pink on 4" mat of 

shrubby stems with small oval blue-gray leaves. 
P. davidsdnii ssp. menzies;;. matted, 2-6" shrubby plant with medium to 

large blue-lavender or pink flowers on short stems and tiny toothed leaves. 

Olympic (1972) 
P. davidson;; var. menzies;;. Rocky areas, all elevations; June to August. 
P. ovatus. Dry areas, lowland, montane, and subalpine. 
P. procerus ssp. tolmiei. Open areas, alpine and subalpine; July to early 

August. 
P. serrulatus. Moist areas of lowlands, montane, and subalpine regions; 

June to August. 

Cascades (1991) 
P. davidson;; ssp. davidson;;. 2-6" mat with large lavender flowers, oval 

leaves not serrate; rock ledges and talus slopes, moderate to high elevations; 
June to August. 

P davidsonii var. menzies;;. Same locations as above. 
P. jruticosus. Widespread, foothills to high elevations; May to August. 
P. procerus ssp. toJmiei. Widespread in dry meadows and on open, timbered 

slopes from foothills to above timberline; June to August. 
P. serruJatus. Widespread in moist to wet habitats from near sea level to 

about 6,000'. 

Oregon 

Crater Lake 
P. rupicoJa. Garfield Peak Trail and Mazama Rock; late June-late July. 
P. davidsonii hybrid with toothed leaves. Garfield Peak and Mt. Scott Trail, 

base of The Watchman until late Aug. 
P. rydbergU var. oreocharis. 8-24" slender, erect stems with dense whorls of 

small, blue-violet flowers Park Headquarters, late July; Rim Village, Aug. 
P. speciosus. Several stout stems of large, medium-blue flowers, clustered 

and facing one direction; thick leaves; The Wineglass, Skell Head, Cloudcap in 
July. 
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Idaho 

Craters ofthe Moon (mid-1960s) 
P. cusickii. Narrow, hairy leaves and open inflorescence of small to med. 

pink to lavender flowers on 6-18" slender, clustered stems. 
P. cyaneus. Medium to large bright blue flowers clustered on one side of 

stout, 12-28" stems. Fonnd on cinder areas, Great Owl Cavern Trail and 
Trench Mortar Flat in July. 

P. deustus. 8-24" mound of toothed, green foliage with small cream-colored 
flowers on short stems. Common on low density lava flows; mid-Jnne through 
July. 

P. laxus. Clusters of medium blue flowers atop 12-28" slender bare-looking 
stems. 

P. speciosus 

City of Rocks National Reserve (1993) 
P. attenuatus ssp. militaris. Deep blue small flowers in clusters on slender 

12-20" stems above evergreen mat. 
P. cyananthus ssp. subglaber. Medium to large blue flowers in rings around 

several erect 10-40" stems. 
P. humilis. Small, medium blue flowers on 6-15" stems. 
P. procerus. Very small deep blue flowers in compact clusters on 6-16" erect 

stems. 

Wyoming 

Grand Teton National Park (1976) 
P. attenuatus ssp. pseudoprocerus. Small blue-purple flowers in open 

whorls on 4-16" stems with large leaves. Frequent in back conntry canyons, 
near subalpine lakes. 

P. cyananthus ssp. subglaber. Medium-sized blue-violet flowers in clusters 
on erect 8-40" stems. Frequent throughout valley in disturbed sites. 

P. cyaneus. Medium to large blue flowers facing one direction on 12-28" 
stems. Infrequent, near Swan Lake. 

P. deustus. Infrequent, Hidden Falls, Jackson Lake, mouth Death Canyon. 
P. e/lipticus. Medium to large lavender flowers on shrubby mats with 

toothed leaves. 
P. montanus. Small, light blue flowers, frequent above 9,500'. 
P. procerus. Frequent in disturbed sites throughout valley. 
P. radicosus. Dark blue medium-sized flowers on slender 6-16" stems in 

open clusters. Infrequent on Blacktail Butte. 
P. rydbergii. Tight whorls of deep blue flowers on 20" stems. 
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P. subglaber. Medium-sized deep blue flowers in one-sided clusters on 12-
24" stout, erect stems. 

P. whippleanus. Dark wine or purple hairy and glandular flowers in 
clustered whorls or may be a single head on slender stems. Frequent along 
canyon back conntry trails to 9,500'. 

Yellowstone National Park 
P. arenicola. Small blue flowers and pink buds, leaves numerous, thick and 

fleshy. Grows in sand; rare. 
P. attenuatus ssp. pseudoprocerus. Occasional, high elevations, late July, 

early August. 
P. cyaneus. Occasional on dry slopes and road cuts from mid-June to late 

July at higher elevations. 
P. deustus. Occasional on rocky sites mid-Jnne to mid-July. 
P. eriantherus. Large pink to lavender flowers with noticeable golden beard 

in dry areas; rare. 
P. fruticosus. Occasional on rocky sites and cliffs; mid-June to late July 

according to elevation. 
P. humilis. Rare; 7400' to 9,600'. 
P. montanus. High elevations near timberline; late July to early August. 
P. procerus. Common throughout the park in meadows and forest openings; 

mid-June to mid-August depending on elevation. 
P. radicosus. Occasional Lanar Valley; late June and early July. 
P. rydbergii. Occasional; early July. 
P. whippleanus. Rare; high elevations; July. 

Devils Tower (1990) 
P. albidus. 4-16" white to pink small to medium-sized flowers on erect 

stems. This and the following are fonnd from late May through June all aronnd 
the base of the tower. 

P. eriantherus 
P. glaber. Pale to dark blue large flowers densely packed on one side of 15-

18" erect stems. 
P. gracilis. Small to medium pale lavender flowers to 30". 
P. grandiflorus. Large pink to lavender or white flowers on stout, erect 

stems to 30" with blue-green fleshy leaves that cup the flowers. 
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Montana 

Glacier National Park 
P. albertinus. 4-6" stems with small to medium-sized blue flowers. 
P. attenuatus 
P. confertus 
P. el/ipticus 
P. eriontherus 
P. fruticosus 
P. Iyallii. Large pink to lavender flowers atop numerous stems, fOrming 

mounds to 32", 
P. nitidus var. polyphy/Jus. Early blooming dense clusters of small, pale -

medium blue flowers on 6-16" stout stems with fleshy leaves. 
P. procerus 
P. rydbergii 
P. wilcoxii. 12-40" spreading stems with small to medium-sized blue 

glandular flowers and serrate leaves. 

SOUTHWEST 

California 

Lassen Volcanic National Park (1992) 
P. cinicola. Clusters of tiny blue-purple flowers in 2 or 3 whorls atop 

slender stems with very narrow leaves; rare. 
P. davidsonii. Lavender and. white forms; found in high elevations 7,000 to 

10,400'. . 
P. deustus. Common in soutihern portion of park. 
P. deustus var. pedicillatus. 'Flowers smaller with upper lip brown; 

northeastern area of park. 
P. neotericus. Medium to large, purple-blue glandular-hairy flowers on 

slender stems; common in dry pine woods. 
P. newberryi. Bright pink n\edium-to-large flowers above shrubby mats of 

leathery leaves; common on r04ky slopes. 
P. rydbergii var. oreocharis: Common in moist meadows. 
P. shastensis. Small blue-purple flowers in whorls found in moist meadows 

around 7,000' . 
P. speciosus. Uncommon. 
Also many hybrids of P. newberryi and P. davidsonii. 
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Pinnacles National Monument (1990) 
P. centronthifolius. Tall stems with narrow , tubular scarlet flowers; 

common; April-July below 6500'. 
P. heterophyllus. Erect stems with medium to large, bright blue flowers and 

narrow leaves; common on dry hillsides below 5500'. 
Also KeckieJla breviflora. Related shrubby plant with hairy drooping white 

flowers touched with pink and purple; at high elevations. 

Death Valley National Monument (1982) 
P. calcareus, Rare 2-10" gray-leaved rosette with small rose to red flowers. 
P. j10ridus ssp. austinii. Common; tall spires with rose to carmine flowers 

and sharply toothed grayish-green leaves; June-July. 
P. fructiciformis. Bushy plant with narrow leaves and fat white flowers with 

tint and guidelines of lavender; common. 
P. fruticiformis ssp. amargosae. Very similar in appearance; occurs in 

Kingston Mountain Range, 2800 to 4500'. 
P. palmeri. Occasional; tall spires with fat pink blooms facing one direction, 

toothed gray foliage. 
P. rostriflorus (formerly P. bridgesii). Common in Pinyon-Juniper 

woodland; many slender stems with narrow leaves and drooping scarlet tubular 
flowers with reflexed lower lip; 1-2' tall and almost as wide. 

P. scapoides. Uncommon; few narrow blue-lavender flowers atop bare 
stems, small-leaved gray basal rosette. 

P. speciosus. Widespread in Pinyon-Juniper woodland and higher. 
Also Keckiella rothrockii. Shrubby plant with dull yellow flowers. 

Lava Beds National Monument 
P. humilis. Common, southern and middle parts of Monument. 
P. deustus. Southern end of Monument. 
P.laetus. Gray-green sub-shrub; 1-2' tall with many small to medium 

glandular blue-violet flowers; northwest portion of Park. 
P. speciosus. Rare. 
All the above bloom late May through early July. 

Joshua Tree National Monument (1977) 
P. centranthifolius. Mid-May to mid-June; common. 
P. clevelandii ssp. mohavensis. Rose-crimson narrow tubular flowers atop 

12-28" stems and rich green serrate leaves; blooms mid-April through May. 
P. eatonii. Mid-May to mid-June. 
P. eatonii ssp. undosus. Finely hairy and exerted staminode. 
P. fruticiformis. June. 
P. incertus. Fat, medium-sized purple-violet flowers on bushy clumps, 2-3' 

with gray-green foliage; June. 
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P. stephensii. Flesh/pink tubular flowers on 12-40" stems in late May; rare. 
P. thurberi. Phlox-like rose-pink flowers on bushy plant in May-June; 

common. 

Yosemite National Park 
Penstemon azureus ssp. angustissimus. Medium-sized deep blue flower with 

yellow buds on subshrub to 18":. M"L. t> ~ 
P. davidsonii 9.v4,.,....J~ 
P. heterodoxus. Smail to medium flattened bright blue-to-purple flowers in 

one to several rings on stems to·. 18" abOve bright green leaf mats. h..-l ~ 
P. laetus. Mediiun-to-large blue flowers on loosely open sub-shrub to 18" 

with gray-green leaves; west side of Tioga Pass. ')n#",-M 
P. newberry;. Common along west side of Tioga Pass Roaa.f-- ~ ~ 
P. procerus ~..-L ~ 
P. rostriflorus 
P. rydbergii p, '!? -~ 
P.speciosus M1~~ .,.~~ /1L~ 

Sequoia! Kings Canyon National Park (1969) 
P. azureus ssp. angustissimus. Medium-sized deep blue flowers with yellow 

buds on subshrub to 1'. 
P. caesius. Small-to-medium purple blue flowers in loose panicle above 

blue-green clump of leaves; to 1'. 
P. davidsonii: Common; Jult to August. 
P. grinnellii ssp. scrophularloides.Medium-to-large pale blue or purple 

flowers on a rounded bush to 40"; April to July on dry slopes 
P. heterodoxus. Small blue-,urple flowers in rings atop a green mat of 

leaves. 18"; common; July and ~ugust. 
P. heterodoxus ssp. cephaloj>horus. Stouter and taller than above; found at 

lower altitudes and south of abdve. 
P. Jaetus. May to July; conutlon on disturbed slopes. 
P. newberryi. Common; gravelly places, rocky cliffs; June to August 
P. papillatus. Medium-to-lafge purplish-blue compact panicle above ashy 

gray-green foliage to 15" tall; rpcky open slopes; June and July; occasional. 
P. parvulus. Smaller form similar to P. azureus to l' tall; dry slopes; June to 

August. 
P. procerus ssp. formosus. :Rare; JUly. 
P. rostriflorus. Common; June to August. 
P. rydbergii. Common in meadows; May to August. 
P. speciosus. Dry plains and slopes High Sierra trail; May to July. 
P. speciosus ssp. kennedyi. Shorter form found in higher elevations; June to 

August. 
Also Keckiella breviflora and K. rothrockii. 
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Nevada 

Great Basin National Park (1973) 
P. confusus. 1-2' spikes with pink-lavender to magenta narrow flowers less 

than I" and blue-gray leaves in Pinyon-Juniper areas. 
P. eatonii. Occasional; scarlet tubes with small lips, broad, leathery green 

leaves; ·1-4' tall. 
P. humilis. Occasional. 
P. /eiophyllus var. francisci-pennellii. Purple-blue medium to large flowers 

on one side of6-12" stems; common above Aspen-Fir Zone. 
P. miser. Short plant with grayish leaves, small-to-medium sized flowers 

from pale blue to magenta and dull purple; occasional among sagebrush. 
P. pachyphyllus. Blue to violet small-to-medium sized flowers in several 

close whorls on erect stems with fleshy, glaucous leaves; occasional in Pinyon
Juniper communities. 

P. palmeri. Common in valley and lower roadsides. 
P. rostriflorus. Occasional. 
P. speciosus. Occasional. 
P. watsonii. Bright blue to purple small flowers in open whorls near top of 

1-2' stems; common on roadsides and open slopes in Pinyon-Juniper zone and 
above. 

Utah 

Zion National Park (1990) 
P. barbatus. Narrow scarlet tubular flowers with ref1exed low:r lip, few tall 

stems; June to August. 
P. caespitosus. Small blue flowers on flat mat of rounded leaves; April to 

early June. 
P. comarrhenus. Large pale blue flowers on few tall stems; summer. 
P. con/usus 
P. eatonii. Spring. 
P. humilis 
P. humilis ssp. obtusifolius 
P. "x jonesii". Natural cross of P. eatonii var. undosus and P. laevis in pink 

to deep purple; east side of park; spring to early summer. 
P. laevis. Medium to large blue to lavender flowers with white throat and 

purple guidelines on 6-18" stout, erect stems. 
P. leiophy/lus. Blue-purple medium to large flowers on 6-18" stems. 
P. leonardii var. higginsii. Small to medium blue flowers on 6-16" stems 

over bright green foliage. 
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P. linarioides ssp. sileri. Small blue-lavender flowers on low bushy plants 
with silver-gray leaves. 

P. pachyphy/lus var. congestus. Blue to purple flowers in whorls on erect 
stems to 20" with fleshy bluish leaves. 

P. palmeri ssp. eglandulosus. Common; valley roadsides. 
P. rostriflorus 
P. utahensis. 12-18" stems with carmine flowers, leathery leaves; April and 

May. 

Bryce National Park 
P. caespitosus. May and June. 
P. comarrhenus 
P. leiophyllus. July. 

Cedar Breaks National Monument 
P. eatonii. Uncommon. 
P. leiophyllus. En masse; July to early August. 
P. rydbergii. En masse; July to early August. 
P. whippleanus. Dark wine to purple, slightly pendant glandular hairy 

flowers on slender stems; July and August; occasional. 

Rainbow Bridge National Monument 
P. ambiguus. Bush-like clumps of pale pink phlox-like flowers in June and 

July. 

Arches National Park 
P. cyanocaulis. Small-to-medium sized blue to purple flowers on 9-20" 

stems in May and June; common. 
P. eatonii. May and June; common. 
P. utahensis. April and May; common. 

Canyonlands National Park 
P. barbatus. Occasional. 
P. cyanocaulis. Common. 
P. eatonii. Common 
P. fremontii. Rich blue to purple medium-sized flowers, ash gray leaves, few 

stems, 7-10" tall; occasional. 
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P. palmeri. Occasional. 
P. utahensis. Common. 
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Fig. 1: Penstemon dasyphy/lus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Fig. 2: Penstemon ramosus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 



Fig. 3: Penstemon cardinalis. Photo by Jean Heflin. Fig. 5: Penstemon pseudospectabilis. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Fig. 4: Penstemon neomexicanus. Photo by Jean Heflin. Fig. 6: Penstemon palmeri. Photo by Jean Heflin. 



Fig. 7: Penstemon superbus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Fig. 8: Penstemon buckleyi. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Natural Bridges National Monument 
P. angustifolius ssp. venosus. Erect stems with pink flowers in whorls, blue-

green foliage; occasional. 
P. comarrhenus. Common. 
P. eatonii. Common. 
P. lentus ssp. albiflorus. White or very pale pink or blue flowers on erect 

stems 12-20" with glaucous leaves. 
P. pachyphyllus. Small to medium bright blue flowers with beards in whorls 

above rounded, glaucous leaves on 15-22" stems. 
P. rostriflorus 
P. strictiformis. Lavender flowers more or less one-sided on 8-22" stems 

with strap-shaped leaves. 
P. strictus. Rich purple flowers on one side of 12-20" stems over mat of 

bright green foliage. 

Capitol Reef National Park (1990) 
P. ambiguus. Rare; June to August. 
P. angustifolius. Common; late April to June. 
P. barbatus. Common; June to September. 
P. caespitosus. Common on Miner's Mtn; June to July. 
P. carnosus. Small to medium lavender flowers in whorls above fleshy, 

glaucous leaves on 5-15" stems; occasional; late April to June. 
P. comarrhenus. Occasional; June to July. 
P. eatonii. Common; April to July. 
P. leiophyllus. Uncommon; late May and June. 
P. ophianthus. Small, fat, hairy, lavender flowers with beard on short, erect 

stems; common; late May and June. 
P. pachyphyllus. Common; May to June. 
P. palmeri. Fairly common; late May to July. 
P. rostriflorus. Scarce; June to August. 
P. strictus. Rare; June to August. 
P. utahensis. Common to abundant; May. 

Arizona 

Chiricahua National Monument 
P. linarioides. Common; May and June. 
P. pinifolius. Common; June to November. 
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Sunset Crater National Monument 
P. barbatus. Occasional; late June to September. 
P. clutei. Spreading spires offat pink to rose, showy flowers and blue-green 

serrate leaves; 14-24". 
P. jamesii. Fat, lavender flowers with beard and guidelines, one-sided on 8-

20" stems; occasional; June. 
P. linarioides. June and July; occasional. 
P. virgatus. Erect spires with small to medium, white, pink or lavender 

flowers, one-sided on stiff 18-24" stems. 

Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument 
P. parryi. Erect stems, 12-48" with pink to magenta flowers common all 

through Monument; February-May. 
P. pseudospectabilis. Spreading stems with fuchsia flowers, uncommon, 

Canyons of Ajo Mountains; February-May. 
Also Keckiella antirrhinoides. Uncommon; canyons, Ajo Mtns; May. 

Grand Canyon National Park (1987) 
P. barbatus. Common; North and South Rim; June to October. 
P. barbatus ssp. torreyi. Dry slopes, conifer forest; North Rim. 
P. rostriflorus. North and South Rim; July-September. 
P. caespitosus ssp. desertipicti. South Rim; June-September. 
P. eatonii. Inner Canyon; February-June. 
P. ophianthus. South Rim; May-June. 
P. lentus. Uncommon; Basin Spring, North Rim; June-August. 
P. linarioides. North and South Rim, Inner Canyon; June-Sept. 
P. linarioides ssp. sileri. Un¢ommon; North Rim. 
P. linarioides var. viridis. Uncommon; South Rim. 
P. pachyphyllus ssp. congestus. South Rim and Inner Canyon; April-June. 
P. palmeri. South Rim, Inner Canyon; March-September. 
P. pseudoputus. Dry open meadows North Rim; July-August. 
P. pseudospectabilis. Uncommon; Havasu Canyon. 
P. rydberg;;. Common; North Rim meadow; July-August. 
P. utahensis. Havasu Canyon, Inner Canyon; March-May. 
P. virgatus. North and South Rim forest and meadows; July-September. 

Colorado 
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Mesa Verde National Park(1964) 
P. angustifolius. Occasional; spring. 
P. barbatus ssp. trichander. Occasional; summer. 
P. comarrhenus. Occasional; JUly. 
P. eaton;; ssp. undosus. Common; late May and June. 
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P. jamesii. Occasional; June. 
P. linarioides. Widespread; June-July. 
P. ophianthus. Occasional; June-July. 
P. rostriflorus. Common; July to October. 
P. strictiformis. Pale blue-lavender medium to large flowers on more or less 

one side of stems to 2'; common; spring and summer. 
P. strictus. Common; June and early July. 

Colorado National Monument (1986) 
P. comarrhenus. Uncommon. 
P. crandall;;. Low mound of linear, evergreen leaves with small, wide

mouthed, blue-lavender flowers; May and June. 
P. cyanocaulis. Fairly common; May and June 
P. moffatii. Less than l' stems with sticky blue-purple medium-sized 

flowers, grayish leaves; moderately common. 

Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument 
P. eaton;; 
P. strictus 
P. teucrioides. A low mound of evergreen, linear leaves with small blue 

flowers. 
P. watsonii 

Rocky Mountain National Park (1990) 
P. confertus. Common in sub-alpine meadows; July and August. 
P. glaber. 15-18" pale to dark blue, medium to large flowers densely packed 

on one side of erect stems; July. 
P. hallii. Medium to large purple flowers on 4-8" tufts of grass-like foliage; 

July. 
P. harbourii. Creeping mat with medium sized lavender flowers on alpine 

scree in July; rare. 
P. rydbergii. Frequent in sub-alpine wet meadows. 
P. secundiflorus. Pink to lavender flowers on one side of erect 8-18" stems 

with fleshy, glaucous leaves; late Spring. 
P. virens. Small bright blue flowers on clusters of 6-10" stems; common; 

June to August in montane zone. 
P. virgatus ssp. asa-greyi. Medium-sized lavender flowers on one side of 

stiff, erect stems; common in Estes Park and surroundings; July. 
P. whippleanus. Common in forest openings, rocky slopes, roadsides, 

montane to sub-alpine; late June, July, and August. 
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Great Sand Dunes National Monument (1979-1980) 
P. angustifolius. Cornmon; May to July. 
P. angustifolius ssp. caudatus. With elongated pointed leaves. 
P. barbatus. May to July. 
P. crandall;;. May and June. 
P. secundiflorus. Fairly cornmon in May and June. 
P. virgatus ssp. asa-greyi. Cornmon. 

Dinosaur National Monument (1989) 
P. angustifolius 
P. angustifolius var. verna/ensis. Blue-flowered type. 
P. arenico/a. Small to medium-sized blue to lavender flowers on 8-12" 

stems with fleshy, blue-green leaves. 
P. caespitosus 
P.fremontii. Small-to-medium, dark blue flowers on 6-16" stems with hairy 

leaves. 
P. humilis 
P. mucronatus 
P. pachyphyllus 
P. radicosus. Blue small-to-medium slender flowers on 6-16" stems with 

narrow, gray-green, pointed leaves. 
P. scariosus. Blue-lavender flowers on one side of 8-20" stems with narrow 

green basal leaves. 
P. watsonii 

New Mexico 

Chaco Canyon National Monument 
P. angustifolius. Cornmon along roadsides entering park from north and 

south. May to July. 
P. angustifolius ssp. caudatus. Same. 
P. barbatus. Occasional; June to August. 
P. barbatus ssp. trichander 

EI Morro National Monument 
P. barbatus. Occasional; July to September. 
P. linarioides. Occasional; June. 
P. jamesii. June. 
P. virgatus. Late June and July. 
P. pachyphyllus. Rare. 
P. eatonii. Rare. 
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Capulin National Monument 
P. angustifo/ius. June. 
P. barbatus. July and August. 
P. jamesii. June. 

CENTRAL 

North Dakota 

Theodore Roosevelt National Park (1972) 
P. a/bidus. Small-to-medium white to pale lavender flowers on 6-16" stems; 

cornmon; late May to late July. 
P. angustifolius. Cornmon; late May to mid-July. 
P. eriantherus. Pink, rose, or violet small-to-medium flowers with wide 

throat on sticky, hairy stems to 12"; cornmon; late May to late June. 
P. graci/is. Slender, ~mall-to-medium lavender flowers on slender stems to 

20"; cornmon; early June to mid-July. 
P. nitidus. Small, bright blue to pale pink flowers in dense clusters atop 12" 

stems with thick blue-green leaves; cornmon; late May to mid-June. 

South Dakota 

Badlands National Park 
P. a/bidus. Cornmon; May and June. 
P. angustifolius. Cornmon; May and June. 
P. eriantherus. Occasional. 
P. g/aber. Medium-to-Iarge blue flowers with pale tube in dense clusters on 

18" stems; common; June and July. 
P. gracilis. Occasional; June and July. 
P. grandiflorus. Large pale lavender, pink or white flowers on stiff erect 

stems to 2' with blue-green leaves; cornmon; May and June. 

Wind Cave National Park 
P. albidus. Cornmon; May and June. 
P. angustifo/ius. Cornmon; May and June. 
P. g/aber. Cornmon; June and July. 
P. graci/is. Cornmon; mid-June to late July. 
P. grandiflorus. Cornmon; late May and June. 
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Nebraska 

ScoUs Bluff National Monument 
P. angustifolius. Scattered; May and June. 
P. angustifolius var. caudatus. Common; May and June. 
P. glaber. Scattered; June to September. 

Arkansas 

Hot Springs National Park 
P. arkansanus. Small white flowers with purple guidelines in loose clusters 

facing one direction; stems less than 2'; blooms April through June; not 
common. 

P. laxiflorus. Larger flowers; shilar; rare; April-May. 
P. digitalis. Medium-sized white flowers on 4' stems possible; May-July. 
P. tubaeflorus. Similar to above, flowers flatter and more tightly placed. 

Texas 

Big Thicket National Preserve 
P. mu"ayanus. Vase-shaped to 6' tall with scarlet medium to large flowers 

and fleshy, glaucous leaves; uncommon; April-May. 
P. tenuis. Many small to medium-sized pink to rose flowers atop usually 

single stem 16-36" tall; uncommon, April-May. 
P. laxiflorus. Occasional; March to June. 

Guadalupe Mountains Natioqal Park (1978) 
P. ambiguus. Common; May tQ August on sandy plains and hills. 
P. barbatus. Common; rocky slopes and open woods; June to September. 
P. cardinalis. Deep red, slender, medium-to-Iarge tubes on vase-shaped 

plant with thick gray-green leave~ common in rocky canyons; May to July. 
P. dasyphyllus. Few medium to large violet-blue flower atop 16" stems with 

linear, grayish leaves; rare. 
P. fendleri. Small-to-medium lavender to pink slender tubes with rounded 

face wide-spaced on few erect stems to 20"; calcareous gravelly soil; rare and 
localized except during rainy years; April-August. 

P. triflorus ssp. integrifolius. Medium-to-large rose flowers clustered atop 2' 
stems; rare and localized in canyons; April-June. 
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Big Bend National Park (1991) 
P. baccharifolius. Shrubby plant with scarlet flowers atop stems to 2'; 

serrate leaves; rare. 
P. barbatus ssp. torreyi. Widespread in mountain areas; mid-June to 

September. 
P. fendleri. Calcareous, rocky and sandy soil; uncommon; April to August. 
P. superbus. Coral small-to-medium flowers with flat open face on stems 

to 5' tall with blue-green fleshy leaves; rare; spring 
P. lanceolatus. Few medium to large slender scarlet tubes atop 20" stems 

with narrow, folded leaves; rare; summer. 
P. havardii. Medium-to-Iarge scarlet tubes, branched inflorescence to 6' tall 

with fleshy blue-green leaves; uncommon; April to October. 
P. dasyphyllus. Spring; uncommon. 

EASTERN 

Virginia 

Shenandoah National Park (1993) 
P. canescens. Lavender to pink, narrow, medium-sized tubes clustered atop 

sinuous stems; common at overlooks on Skyline Drive; June. 
P. laevigatus. White to pale violet small-to-medium flowers clustered atop 

stems to 2'; less common; open woods; June. 

Tennessee 

Great Smoky Mountains National Park (1982) 
P. canescens. Frequent, dry woods, low to mid-elevations; May to July. 
P. brevisepalus. Same as above but narrower leaves. 
P. laevigatus. Scarce; low elevations; May and June. 
P. smallii. Bushy, floriferous plant to 20" with pink to lavender flowers; 

occasional in rocky woods at mid elevations; May and June. 

Again, thanks to all who contributed. I will appreciate any corrections and 
additions you can make. This is the first publication of this information, and I 
expect that it will become part of a larger publication for our anniversary 
project. 
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Letters from Robin Members 
Letter from Mark Dalpiaz to t"e American Penstemon Society 
The Colorado Department of Highways just specked in a native wildflower seed 
mix that 1 designed (Western Native Seed) which will be seeded on 1-25 
throughout Denver over the next few years. The mix will contain about 30 
natives, including Penstemon alpinus, P. secundiflorus, P. virgatus, P. 
angustifolius and P; barbatus. I'd love to have Penstemon Society members 
take a look in a couple of years when it will be blooming. 

This turned out to be a pretty political undertaking. There is an amazing 
amount of big business investment in non-native ornamental "wildflowers". It 
would help tremendously if the Penstemon Society members lobbied their state 
highway departments to use true native plants in landscaping. A few well
informed people can really change the current status quo ... like planting 
California Poppy, Cornflower and Red Flax and calling it a "native planting." 

The North American Plant Preservation Council 
Barry Glick, of Sunshine Farm and Gardens, a specialist nursery in Greenbrier 
Co., West Virginia, founded Th~ North American Plant Preservation Council 
in August 1991 and has already ~ver 100 plant collections listed in his 
database. Modeled after England;' s National Council for the Conservation of 
Plants and Gardens, NAPPC is ai nonprofit organization that documents 
outstanding plant collections thr0ughout the United States and Canada. While 
that goal sounds similar to that or the American Association of Botanical 
Gardens and Arboreta (AABGA), the two groups have recently formed an 
agreement that should guard aga1nst duplicate efforts. AABGA will direct its 
efforts to identifying and listing plant collections held by public gardens, 
universities, and other public institutions; NAPPC will identify and list 
collections held by private collectors and nurseries. Nor should the council be 
confused with the Center for Plait Conservation. The latter concentrates on 
preserving rare and endangered native plants, while NAPPC will focus on 
collections of cultivated plants and species. 

Barry would like to hear from anyone having a collection to list or wanting 
more information about the council. Address is Renick, West Virginia 24966. 
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RR# 10 Southwest 
July to November 1993 

Ann Bartlett, Lakewood CO 

Our penstemons were about finished for the APS tour, but a few late bloomers 
have been with us most of the summer, including P. richardsonii, P. cardinalis 
and P. heterophyllus "Blue of Zurich." This spring was a specially good year 
for the shrubby Dasanthera. probably because of a wet winter. They do a lot 
better for us if we grow them in a semi-shaded area free from the intense heat 
of summer. I think: some of our "sudden plant deaths" are from cooking in the 
hot sun ... when I am sure our ground temperature is over a hundred. 

I have lost some of the P. caespitosus to this fate, especially ones on a 
rock ledge in full sun. Of course, you do find these plants in full sun in the 
mountains, but I'm sure the soil gets as hot as it does here in Denver. 

As to the penstemon pest, I have given up on it. It seems to especially like 
the shrubby pents, and if it gets too bad, I just remove the plants. Gwen 
Kelaidis sprays with Malathion and oil or Sevin in the spring, and the 
Lodewicks have used Orthene. A very dry season seems to add to the problem, 
probably because of the added stress on the plants. 

We have enjoyed some good camping trips this summer and have found 
some exceptional groups of penstemons in bloom. P. caespitosus in many color 
forms was blooming on a dry roadside scree near Kebler Pass west of Crested 
Butte in mid-July. I am fascinated why one group of plants in a small area 
shows such diversity of color forms in the same soil. That is why there seem to 
be so many debates as to the "true color" of a particular species. Another factor 
of course is the wide color variation in type of film and projector lens. 

Another favorite site for penstemons is around Laramie. We were in the 
Snowy Range the last week of August and P. whippleanus was in full bloom. 
The color was deeper violet than the dark wine-colored ones of Colorado. 

Ted Hodoba, Veguita NM 

I thought you might like some insight into growing and selling penstemons as 
part of a business. Last year we and other nurseries couldn't get rid of 
Penstemon strictus. Most of our customers already had it and wanted different 
ones. So we scaled back and concentrated on others. This year we sold every 
strictus and could have sold many more. Next year? Who knows? 

Most of the Penstemons that sell well locally are native to our area. Those 
most commonly offered for sale include P. strictus, P. barbatus, P. pinifolius 
and P. palmeri. These are easy to grow and to sell, especially to newcomers to 
the area. After they have got the bug and get into growing natives, they want 
different ones. This makes the business fun and challenging. Another challenge 
is to grow new things and then keep producing them consistently. A tray of 
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penstemons is easily lost to damping off, a problem I have had with P. 
ophianthus. Unfortunately, I had only a few plants left this year out in the 
garden and just as the seeds were ripening the rabbits ate them. 

This was a very hot dry summer. We water of course, and the penstemons 
put on a lot of foliage but some never did bloom, including P. lanceolatus, P. 
barbatus, and P. eatonii. Others I have that did bloom included P. superb us, P. 
linarioides, P. strictus, P. clutei, P. neomexicanus, and P. hirsutus. P. 
alamosensis bloomed but not well. Although it grows in a hot dry location, I 
have not had much luck in producing happy plants. 

I have not seen the Penstemon pest in NM, thank goodness. We have Agave 
weevil to worry about and chile weevil and have to put a certificate from Ag 
Dept. into all shipments to CA and AZ certifying freedom from pests. 

As fall approaches, its time to think of next year's Penstemon crop. Most 
need cold stratification but I have found better germination on desert pents 
without it. P. superbus will germinate extremely well from old seed and very 
poorly from stratified seed. P. palmeri is another I have had good luckon 
without stratification. 

Beth Wilton, Ft. Collins CO 

In addition to the display of Penstemon halli; at Guanella Pass, roadcuts on the 
south side of Boreas Pass had a glorious display with colors ranging from true 
blue to purple and light to dark. My favorite road cut in Wyoming -- which had 
good color variations in P. eriantherus and P. angustifolius -- was scraped 
clean by the road department. But right in Ft. Collins in the parking lot of 
Colorado State University stadium was a tremendous display of P. 
angustifolius, with many of them a brilliant aquamarine. Within sight of them 
and 50 feet higher on the Dixon Reservoir road was another dazzling display, 
this time of P. virens all over the rocky cliff, which looked blue from a distance. 
When I saw the barren ground P. virens was growing in, I decided to be a little. 
tougher on some of my garden plants. Another eye-stopping spread was on Rt 
40 near Granby at the junction with Rt 125. The mass of color was visible from 
far away and was P. caespitosus I think. These were at their peak of color in 
early June. 

For the first time I have had penstemons bloom well into the summer. Not 
only P. ambiguus and P. cardinalis, but finally P. pinifolius has put on an 
extended show. A plant of P. rostriflorus has been very handsome all through 
July and into August. A surprise was a plant which seeded itself into a crevice 
between two layers of rock and took four years to get big enough to bloom. It 
turned out to be P. richardson ii, and the beautiful pink blooms appeared in a 
splash of color the last week of July and are still going strong (Aug. 6). Today 
another surprise, P. parvulus, which has been sitting there for a number of 
years is finally in bud and will be a mid-August bloomer. P. clutei and P. 
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pseudospectabilis have put out new shoots, but I can't tell if they will rebloom 
as they do in NM. If anyone else has discovered late bloomers please let me 
know. 

Penstemon pest, rabbits, and deer are problems here, too. Another is ants 
which eat aU plants within a three-foot circle. A borax/sugar solution and soap 
solution slow them down but nothing gets rid of them. 

I discovered a very useful gadget in The Nature Company Catalog. It is a 30 
power magnifier which fits easily in a pocket. It is 5 114" x 1 114" and uses 2 
AA batteries for a small light. The magnification allows one to see anthers and 
stamen in a way that a 10 power magnifier does not. (The Nature Company, PO 
Box 188, Florence, KY 41022 for $12.95 plus $3.95 shipping). 

Jack Goertzen, Riverside CA 

The University of California at Riverside had six varieties of penstemon at its 
fall sale. 

My plants in the ground are doing much better than pot grown ones. One 
example is P. 'Sour Grapes,' which is taking over part of the yard. The potted 
ones are probably being over-watered. The main seeds I have collected are P. 
centranthifolius, P. spectabilis, and a radiant blue, name unknown. It grew so 
well at 6,000 ft. that it must be identified and distributed. It made beautiful 
bouquets. 

I sure wish I had a hillside of P. cardwellii like grows on the old logging 
roads in Washington. Of course, they didn't have a field of P. spectabilis as I 
saw around here the end of May. That tells me adapted species mustbe grown. 
One member can't grow P. spectabilis near the Columbia River. In my garden 
they have been 9 ft. tall. 

Ellen Wilde, Santa Fe NM 

I had a lot of new penstemons this year from outdoor sown seed two years ago. 
P. lar;cifolius for the first time. It was pale pink and had only about five stems, 
but I hope it will get bigger and better every year. My P. eriantherus were a 
disappointment. Not nearly as beautiful as specimens I have seen at the Denver 
Botanic Garden and other gardens. P. janishiae was not really pretty but 
distinctive with a rather red-violet corolla and very bright orange beard that 
was prominent. There were six stems forming a bowl shaped plant, about 9" 
tall. I was rather disappointed in P. caryi. It bloomed well but does not have a 
very good form with flowers clustered atop a slender stem. P. idahoensis that 
Jeanne Anderson gave me bloomed: purple flowers, smaller than P. halIi;, but 
better-proportioned foliage -- a good rock garden plant. The mystery blue 
penstemon that I was so thrilled with a couple of years ago petered out to 
nothing this year. P. murrayanus is also nothing like its first and second year. It 
is interesting that some penstemons get better and others don't as they get 
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older. My small compact P. pinifo~ius gets better, but the larger bluish-green 
foliage one gets woody at the base and is a much less attractive plant, although 
it does bloom for a long time later ,in the summer and into fall. 

I did get to Sunset Crater National Park in Arizona and saw the P. clutei in 
bloom. They are really beautiful against the black volcanic rock. I was 
disappointed that there were not more of them there. There were lots of 
penstemons at Mesa Verde National Park the first week in July. I saw P. 
linarioides. P. comarrhenus. P. ea,onii. P. rostriflorus, and P. barbatus. We 
were at Cedar Breaks National. Park a couple of days later, and it was too early 
for their display of P. /eiophyllus and P. rydbergii en masse because they had 
so much snow and it stayed so late. 

Cliff Lewis, Seattle W A 
#14/20 Cross Country 

March 25, 1993 
I had just started preparing my income tax paraphernalia when the robin 
arrived, and it was the robin that. has been shelved for a couple of weeks or so. 
Anothet: diversion. was a daytrip t~Mt. Rainier, which I thought would be a 
waste of time. But. th~re is a certai, beauty in seeing so much snow. On St. 
Patrick's Day we stopped at the LQdge at the 2,500' level and had a delightful 
lunch of corned beef and cabbage. 'rNe then proceeded to Paradise - the road 
had been. cleared all the way to 6<><t0'. but nothing was open there except the 
ranger station. The snow almost cPmpletely covered the buildings. 

Well, spring has finally arrived~ but in spite of the winter being colder than 
usual, we have never been without;color in the garden at any time. Iris 
unguicu/aris a gem of a plant and has been blooming for a couple of months 
since the middle of December. Welhave a huge Camelliajaponica outside our 
bedroom window, and the first of hundreds of buds opened before January was 
out. The flowers are a full 3 112" across, and it is still a wonderful sight even at 
this late date. We have had masse~ of crocuses followed by daffodils and early 
tulips. Dwarf rhododendrons have been blooming away for the last three weeks 
-- the Pieris japonica is at its best how and Forsythia has never been better. 
Yes, spring is a wonderful time. . 

January 20 was a day to be rem~mbered. A cyclone blew through this area. 
The hurricane-force winds were mftintained for about six hours, and they 
uprooted many trees. They also ca.sed a power outage for up to six days in 
some areas. Fortunately, the Seattle garbage department sends a truck around 
every two weeks to pick up tree branches and small debris. We filled four big 
cans in that time, and I expect we will be sawing and chopping for another 
couple of weeks at least. It is a good thing we can get rid of it all this way. 

Those of you who are members of the ARGS are aware that the Seed 
Exchange is in the hands of the Northwest Chapter this year, and we'll have it 
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again next year. It has been quite an experience. Part One, the repackaging of 
the seed sent in was rather tedious, but it could be done sitting down. Part Two, 
the filling of member orders was rather tiring and not more than six people 
could be present at one time. They had to be standing most of the time and 
constantly bumped into one another. 

Grahame: Your seed list is interesting. I might order some at a later date, 
but I have just recently sown 150 packets and I don't have much room left. I 
wish you could get hold of some Ta/inum rugospermum whose virtues you 
extolled. I am very fond of Talinum, particularly T. okenoganense, but I can't 
keep it. Thanks for the advice on the New Zealand seed. I haven't thrown out 
the pots from last year's sowing. But I don't see any activity in them. 

Elah: Glad you are still in the robin. I bet you will be glad to get into the 
garden for another round of activities now that you are released from your 
period of hibernation. 

Patty: I bet you still have plenty of snow in your area. According to Luella's 
son and a grandson who lives in Ketchum, they are still pestered by it at this 
date. They want us to visit them in June, but I don't fancy driving all that 
distance, and flying by Horizon Air was extremely uncomfortable. I wish we 
had known you a few years ago when we often passed through the area you live 
in. We obviously did not know where to look for those alpines you have 
described. On a rare visit which took us through Montana, someone told us to 
visit King Hill, about twenty miles north of White Sulphur Springs. I believe 
this is the most floriferous area I have ever seen. I'm sure Thelma, who was 
with us at the time, will concur with me on the beauty of this spot. Try it 
sometime! An area closer to home and, always at the end of March (without 
fail) a wonderful show of Sisyrinchium doug/asii and Erythronium 
grandiflorum. This is at Hood River on the Oregon side of the Columbia River. 

Barrie: So you are an emigrant from the UK? Like myself. I was born and 
raised in Southend-on-Sea, some 38 miles east of London. I have worked in 
London, commuting each day. I then took ajob in Manchester and settled 
southeast of there outside Stockport. My wife and I emigrated to the USA in 
1948. We lived in Tampa and Houston before settling in the Seattle area in 
1953. I have only been back to England once, visiting a niece in Southend. We 
took an opportunity to visit the Edinburgh Botanical Garden (it rained all the 
time we were there, but we nevertheless found it a beautiful place). 

Your visit to the Pyrenees made interesting reading. There are so many 
interesting places to visit, and time passes so quickly! I should feel contented to 
remain in Washington State with the Olympics in the West, the Northern 
Cascades and Mount Rainier in the center, and very colorful plants in the 
drylands east of the Cascades. 

Ramona: Good to have your news. It must be very heartening to have some 
good snowfalls along with more rain. Water rationing should not be necessary 
in the coming months. I had no idea that you had a creek bed running through 
your property, and now that you have it cleared and water running in it, it 
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would do so much to enhance the beauty of your garden. Running water -- even 
a pool -- make a tremendous difference. 

Was the San Mateo meeting well attended? Not many of our members went. 
For Luella and me, some of these meetings get to be too much of a hassle. Our 
consolation was visiting our convention building early in February. A 
tremendous show of color. How they get those trees and shrubs to bloom out of 
season beats me. Our Northwest ARGS chapter had a nice little exhibit put on 
by Holly Sinnott (have you met her yet?). 

John Roden, Lima MT 
#11 Cross Country 

Feb. 20, 1993 
The weather was getting nice ~re when a cold front on February 15 brought 
the temperature down to -30F l_st night. It will be 20F ;above tomorrow. I do 
my plant growing in windows. l had to back some pots away from the windows 
because of the cold. I've been planting some seeds in small pots. I do better by 
planting near the edge of the pOts. The center of the pot often gets too wet and 
is a waste of seeds. 

Some of the penstemon speqies from this area produce seeds with 
germination inhibitors. If the itUubitor is still in effect and you plant them and 
keep them watered they will rol I want to "condition" the seeds so they are 
ready when I plant them. Pen$femon procerus has seeds that germinate 
without much conditioning. They are slow so you have to be patient with the 
tiny plants. They can be rather Jong-lived plants with a slowly spreading habit. 
They like rich soil and will grow in low grass. 

Don, you were saying that Y1'ur tall western pents flowered, made seed, and 
died. They often do that in theii native area. The ones the cows eat will likely 
be there next year but the ones that have it too good will put too much into 
flowering stalks and seeds and ~l it quits. I know what clay soil is all about. 
When it dries you need a pick tp get fishing worms. We have a limy loam over 
gravel. For potting soil I carry a couple of five gallon buckets in the truck. 
Sometimes a badger has made a nice pile of sandy loam along the back roads. 

Ann Rosenberg, Bryn Mawr PA 
# 11 Cross Country 

March 14,1993 
Just two days ~o I was walking around the garden to see what flowers were 
popping out of the ground and what bulbs had begun blooming. Then yesterday 
we had what is being billed here as "the snowstorm of the century" with twelve 
inches of snow. My husband and I worked at the Philadelphia Flower Show 
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yesterday, but almost no one could get there and the show closed early and did 
not open today. It was sad to see them lose so much money this weekend. 
Before this snowstorm I had checked out my penstemon bed . It looked nice and 
full and there were lots of green and reddish clumps. I did not notice anything 
missing. I am so happy that the deer do not seem to like my penstemon! There 
are often deer tracks through the bed but they never seem to eat any penstemon. 
They do eat a lot of other plants. The rabbits also do not seem to relish my 
penstemons. 

My basement is full of small penstemon and other seedlings; most are 
growing lushly under the grow ~ghts. Some I have transplanted and they are 
growing in a small greenhouse alongside the house. The new seedlings I am 
growing in the greenhouse are P. barbatus, P. campanulatus, and P. kunthii. 
These I had planted on January 6 and then put in the refrigerator until January 
27. They all germinated under grow lights by February 5. The P. kunthii were 
one and a half inch plants by February 22. Other penstemon that have begun 
germinating in the basement, are P. serrulatus (just one), P. pinifolius, P. 
murrayanus, P. globosus (just one), P. cardinalis, P. barbatus (a yellow 
variety), P. angustifolius, P. neomexicanus, and just one unnamed penstemon 
that was a favorite from my own garden. 

So far just three seeds have germinated from the P. pinifoliits, and one is 
definitely another pent. The other two seedlings look just like I imagine a P. 
pinifolius seedling should look. I bought a P. pinifolius plant two years ago, 
and it has never bloomed and looks rather shabby. The P. cardinalis are from 
the seed exchange. The germination was excellent. They are growing 
beautifully and have pretty rounded leaves. The yellow P. barbatus also had 
excellent germination and are growing vigorously. I am trying them again 
because last time the plants came through their second winter but died before 
June. I was happy the P. murrayanus germinated because I liked them so much 
last spring. 

The following penstemon were also started on January 6 and taken out of 
the refrigerator on January 27 but have not yet germinated: P. albidus, P. 
cardwellii, P. grandiflorus, P. nitidus, P. 'Pink Dragon', and Scharf hybrids. 

On January 16 I planted some P. utahensis seed I got from the ARGS seed 
exchange. They did not germinate so I put them back in the refrigerator. This is 
not the first time I have been unsuccessful with them, so if anybody has had 
success with them I would like to know. I have wanted to grow them ever since 
I saw the beautiful picture on the front page of the July 1986 Bulletin of the 
American Penstemon Society. 

I have been raising penstemon for several years and I have never had a self
sown seedling in my garden. 
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Barbara Scott, Raleigh NC 
#11 Cross Country 

April 13, 1993 
I started lots of seed from the AltGS this year, but no penstemons. They are 
disappearing in the heavy soil in my perennial border. This year's winter was 
particularly warm and wet, and even P. murrayanus disappeared after living 
here for two years. 

Don Humphrey, Falls Church VA 
#11 Cross Country 

May 16,1993 
Our weather has been interesting. In January, Jasminum nUdiflorum was in full 
bloom; the oriental witch hazel ~loomed in February. In early March we had a 
2.5" rainstorm and violent wind$ that took down four white pines and several 
other small trees. On March 13-~4 we had the famous (or infamous) blizzard 
which dumped 14" of snow. Twc, days later it rained turning the snow to mush, 
then a nine degree night follow~ by a five degree night. Everything was ice for 
a week, and afterward for weeks, a quagmire. I expected heavy plant losses but 
had only a very few. Finally on ~y 12 we had a violent thunderstorm that 
destroyed one of my 13 100 ft. hjgh tulip trees. My bill for cleanup is $450. 

But let's talk penstemons. A ~rising number of those I planted in the iris 
bed at Green Spring two years ~go are blooming: P. superbus, P. grinnellii, and 
five or six others. At Culpepper pardens, the Dasanthera are in bloom on the 
wall-like area around the fish ponds. In the zone 8 bed, P. ovatus is in bloom 
(the flowers are small but $ttractlve and the plant can take shade and moisture), 
P. barbatus is in bloom and P. nf!omex;canus is about to bloom. 

We started planting seeds muph later this year (Feb 9th) and did 79 pots the 
majority are up and most have ,*n transplanted. Maybe 15% have not yet 
come up. However, I always sav~ the seed pots for at least two years. This year, 
seed of the following species p~ted in 1992 came up: P. bridgesii, P. 
auriberbis. P. ellipticus, P. glanl/ulosus, and P. payettensis. For years I have 
been singing the praises ofP. ba(:charifolius -- hardy, lovely red flower, etc. 
This past year they took a beating and a number of plants were lost outright. I 
think it was just too wet too long~ I have about 15 plants of P. wislizenii. 

Virginia Carlson, Fullerton CA 
#11 Cross Country 

May 24,1993 
I have a few pents blooming, my P. smallii is doing very well, looks like a 
larger version of P. hirsutus, which I grew in Minnesota 35 years ago. P. 
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heterophyllus is also blooming well, and I have three plants of P. kunthii 
blooming prolifically. This area gets quite a bit of water and they are in bloom 
almost constantly except in the coldest part of winter. I shear them back 
occasionally. Earlier, one 'plant of P. tenuis bloomed, and I sheared off most of 
the seed spikes hoping it would survive. It was magnificent in bloom, probably 
because of all the all the rain this $Pring. I can't get P. pinifolius to bloom, 
maybe I don't give it enough water. We have had about 25 inches of rain this 
$Pring, all before April. Much of our water comes from wells, as the city can 
draw from the aquifer of the Santa Ana River, which is only 5 or 6 miles away. 
I started some seed from the exclilmge but only P. cardinalis and P. procerus 
came up. I have dozens of P. procerus seedlings. It is the polyploid seed 
donated by John Roden. I got one P. virgatus seedling. My P. whippleanus did 
not make it over the winter, nor did the P. venustus or the P. campanulatus. 

I grew P. deustus in Minnesota but found the foliage more interesting than 
the flowers. It is long-lasting: it was still there 20 years after we moved to 
California. 

I served on the state and national garden club boards, but I am enjoying 
gardening more now that I garden club less. California did make me Woman of 
the Year at the convention, however, for thirty years of service. 

Connie Estes, Santa Paula CA 
#11 Cross Country 

June 7,1993 
We had a very wet winter. We had 42 inches of rain in our canyon. The 
compost I worked so hard to make was enough for our vegetable gardens. I'm 
now harvesting green beans, crookneck and zucchini squash. I'll have 
cucumbers to eat this week and perhaps tomatoes. We have such a long 
growing season I have to be sure to keep succession planting and seeding going 
every couple of weeks. 

A penstemon bed has been established now, with soil hopefully rearranged 
to suit their fancy. I'm not really set up yet with an area to start seeds, so my 
plants were all ordered from nurseries. It's a beginning, now we will see what 
will come and go. 

I've been reading a book on hummingbirds, and the author highly 
recommends planting penstemon. She also recommended joining the American 
Penstemon Society and the California Native Plant Society. Having done both I 
am already reaping the rewards of membership. 

John Roden, Lima MT 
# 11 Cross Country 

It's been a great year for plants. We have had a wet spring after several dry 
years. In May I saw some plantings of P. cardinalis in bloom in the rest areas 
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along 115 and people were stopping to take pictures of them. There were some 
P. hirsutus and P. deustus at the same locations but not in flower. One P. 
deustus was growing on a lava rock in a very dry location. I have several P. 
cardinalis started from seeds that came in the robin. The little P. aridus has 
done well this year. I have seen hundreds of them. Most of them are not a clear 
bright blue. 

Near Challis ID I got a couple of P. aridus plants that bloomed a few 
flowers. They were bright blue and looked up at you. 

I should be able to send in some seed from P. lemhiensis this year. I have 
seen them in three locations. They are not plentiful because they are fussy about 
their growing location. I saw o~e in good soil that had 39 stems started on it. 
By now the cows have eaten most of that group. They like a low slope in bare 
ground in low sagebrush. So far P. cyaneus has been the best of the 
Habroanthus for me. I have a nice patch of them and now I am pulling out any 
that are off color. To germinate'P. cyaneusIjust sprinkle them on the ground. 
After the sun shines on them and the snow covers theni some germinate in the 
spring. Some germinate years l~ter. 

For germinating P. jruticosJ~, I made a 2 x 4 frame and laid it on the 
ground. I put sand loam and peat mix in it. Then I covered it with fine gravel. 
Now there are over 100 tiny plants in it. 

The Dasanthera germinate at intervals. I have about 50 P. montanus plants. 
Don, I noticed P. el/ipticus germinated for you. That is going to be the next one 
on my want list. I have some seeds of it but they are resting or dead. 

Yesterday when I was going ito get a load of firewood I stopped at a couple 
of washes with a south exposure. Below some of these washes I found a lovely 
clump of P. radicosus. I took a picture of it and noted its location. I found some 
more P. radicosus and plan to get some seeds. Cows will be in the area in 
August, but the seed will be ri~ before that. Penstemon radicosus has a narrow 
stem about ten inches tall and narrow blue flowers. For any effect a clump 
would be necessary. The grow dn a south-east slope in light grass. 

I am doing well with my P. fJrocerus. The polyploids bloomed first and are 
now making seeds. The flowers!are larger and the stems (8") shorter. One 
clump of regular P. procerus was an excellent blue with about 25 stems. I will 
divide it up after it makes seeds; Three clumps of taller (16") P. procerus were 
good color. The bees loved them. I have other of the procerus group started 
from seed to bloom next year-- laxus, globosus, attenuatus, rydberg;;, 
washingtonensis, etc. 

I have one P. utahensis blooming now. It is a nice plant. Only one 
germinated. I had some hybrid pents which had been reseeding themselves. I 
put them in gallon cans and put them out for sale. They were not blooming yet 
so I mixed in some primroses and some other flowers. I sold $100 worth of the 
pents and likely will sell more when they bloom. Local people often bring the 
cans back. I can get plenty of gallon cans at the public school. 
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Ann, you said the deer did not eat your penstemons. They usually eat the 
leaves and stems of penstemon off the mountains because the snow melts off 
the south side where the pents grow. The penstemons grow more leaves and 
stems in the spring. 

I have several orchids in pots which are doing well but I have had much 
better success by wrapping moss around them and hanging them up. They stay 
quite cool in the winter. A wet mix is death to them at that time. Gentiana 
often grow here in an alkali water seep. One group of the same plant was on a 
dry ridge but the plants were smaller. The monkey flowers did not do well this 
year. They did not like the pRof the soil and turned yellow. 

Many plants wdn't grow here because it can freeze in summer. The limy soil 
and seeds planted last year will produce some blooms this year on Lilium 
candidum. The polyanthus primroses are very hardy and take the cool 
temperatures. I have Lewisia rediviva, the Montana state flower, blooming 
now. The leaves shrivel away about the time it starts flowering. 

The Challis ID area is a good plant hunting spot. Suzie and I went there in 
April. We found five different penstemons at one spot. I stopped for a look at P. 
jruticosus at the edge of the road. There were P. montanus, P. deustus, P. 
wilcox;;, and P. cyaneus all within five yards. North of there, we saw P. 
payettensis and P. procerus. We got quite high up and ran into a snowstorm. 
We had a four wheel drive truck but the windshield wipers quit. It was a 
memorable trip. 

Ann Rosenberg, Bryn Mawr PA 
#11 Cross Country 

August 12, 1993 
In June we took a special trip to the Southwest with our two eight-year-old 
grand-daughters. We visited New Mexico and Colorado from the middle to the 
end of June. At least once a day we would stop to climb a hill, look for rocks, 
and help grandma check out the penstemons growing along the roadside. 

When we returned home I was exhausted and thought it was the result of 
being with eight-year-olds for two weeks. I was too tired to do anything and 
could not even walk out to my garden. When I could not open my mouth to 
brush my teeth or to eat, I decided I had better consult a doctor! The prognosis 
was Lyme Disease. I am now taking antibiotics and am feeling much better. I 
mention this only because we gardeners can so easily come in contact with the 
deer tick. My husband and I live in a suburban area not far from Philadelphia, 
and it is not unusual to see eight deer in our yard. Giving up gardening would 
be a big loss in my life. I am now wearing white long pants, white long sleeve 
shirts, white socks pulled up over my pant legs, scarf, hat, gloves -- what a 
sight! 

The deer tick is not only on deer. At some stages, it's as small as a pencil 
point. The weird and cautious attire may be of no use. 
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In May our garden was one pfthe.gardens open for our local ARGS garden 
tour. It was too early for the pepstemons to be blooming, but the garden editor 
visited our garden and gave pepstemons a very nice write-up: 

The old oaks, a large yellowwood, and azaleas in front of the Rosenbergs' 
house give no clue to the feverish gardening activities at the rear of the house. 

Retired from merchandising and computer testing, Ann Rosenberg derives 
much of her satisfaction in gprdening from growing penstemons and many 

other plants from seed. In herc basement are three large light units. Luckily, 
husband Dick Rosenberg, a retired GE engineer, is handy, so he does the 

wiring, builds coldframes, and even put together a greenhouse. 
This year, Ann sowed about. 200 packets of seeds. Earlier in the month some 

were still in the refrigerator s,rving their period of dormancy. She sowed the 
penstemons in January in old yogurt cups, then put them in a plastic bag in the 

refrigerator for three weeks ~efore putting the pots under lights. Seeds that 
don't germinate after a couple of weeks are moved back into the refrigerator 

for another sRell of dormancy. 
Most penstemons bloom in June in the Philadelphia area, and require full 

sun. Ann Rosenberg says that /fie soil in her penstemon bed is subsoil from the 
excavation of the family $Wimpling pool, but it seems to suit these plants and 

she rarely fertilizes them .. Whe~ the foliage dies after a hard frost, she leaves it 
on the ground and doesrt 't cut it back until the following spring. 

by Jane C. Pepper, Philadelphia Inquirer 
In early June, before our trip, the penstemon bed looked very pretty in 

bloom. P. campanulatus does ~ll here. In 1991 I started APS seeds of P. 
campanulatus. The germination was so good that I transplanted 35 seedlings 
and threw the rest away. I gave iaway a lot of seedlings and planted a few. They 
bloomed late that year, bloome4 last year, and bloomed again this year. One I 
had planted in a cold frame an~ the rest I planted directly in the ground. All 
did well. I cut them back after they bloomed and the following year they were 
nice and full again. This year I planted more APS P. campanulatus seed that 
was on the seed list as being dalk red. It too germinated well and I had more 
seedlings than I could use. It is ~looming now and is darker than what I grew 
before. It is more like a grape ~lor and the other is a paler lavender/pink. Both 
are planted in full sun in a sli~tly improved sandy subsoil. 

Each spring I fill in my penstemon with new seedlings that I have started 
from seed. Besides the P. campqnulatus, I planted a few seedlings of each of 
the following: P. barbatus (yellQw), P. barbatus (mix), P. cardinalis, P. 
globosus, P. kunthii, P. murrayanus, P. neomexicanus, P. whippleanus, one P. 
pinifolius, and one seedling of a beautiful pink penstemon I had a year ago 
(unknown variety). 

We saw lots ofpenstemons on our trip through Colorado and New Mexico, 
but I did not have the time to identify them and I probably could not even if I 
did have the time. They were certainly blooming in abundance. The most 
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unusual one was a pink with white inside. The P. pinifolius I purchased several 
years ago has never bloomed. This year I decided to start some from seed. Only 
three seeds germinated and one was not a P. pinifolius. One seedling died and 
the other is still growing. 

Richard Myrick, Washington DC and Deer Isle ME 
#11 Cross Country 

October 9, 1993 
I am trying two new Penstemon: P. 'Husker Red' and P. hirsutus. I've put them 
in the driest and shadiest spot I have, but it is difficult to duplicate the New 
Mexico environment here in Maine. 

If you want to buy a Brother labeling machine, try an office supply store. I 
found one of those new stores the size of an airplane hangar and got one at a 
discount. 

Donald Humphrey, Falls Church VA 
#11 Cross Country 

October 18, 1993 
Glorious weather. The dogwoods are burgundy red and filled with hordes of 
emigrating robins gorging themselves on the fruit. Here and there a thrush. 
Sharpshin and red-tailed hawks migrating through as well. Though summer 
officially passed away almost a month ago, our first really cold night (34 
degrees) arrived a little over a week ago. Still no frost and with luck we could 
get by till early November, though 10/21 is the average date. 

It has not been a bad penstemon year, but I have not had time to enjoy them. 
We grew lots of species and have set out fair numbers in nine different planting 
areas in three gardens -- Green Spring, Culpepper Gardens, and my place. At 
the end of my driveway is a three-foot-high dry stone wall and a flight of 
railroad-tie steps leading up to the house. Atop this area in the past was a 10' 
high hemlock hedge that had to be sheared at least twice a year and was just not 
worth the effort, so out it came. Suddenly I had a twenty-foot wide expanse of 
wall receiving five to six hours of sunlight a day. Among other things that I 
planted in the wall were 11 species of penstemons: P. wislizenii, P. davidsonii x 
fruticosus, P. pinifolius, P. fruticosus x rupicola. P. laetus, P. ambiguus (atop 
the wall), P. newberryi, P. rostriflorus, P. cali/ornicus, P. montanus, and an 
unidentified shrubby. 

Have any of you grown P. californicus successfully? It comes from the San 
Jacinto Mts. south to San Pedro Martin in Baja. It is about 3-4" high with 
small, narrow leaves of a soft gray color. It has purplish-blue flowers and is in 
Section Linarioides, though it doesn't resemble P. linarioides or P. disc%r, 
with which it shares the section. 
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Since the plants were all this year's seedlings, I'll have to wait until next 
year for flowers. Only P. laetus bloomed. This is another Californian with 
lovely blue-lavender flowers. Munz lists it from foothill woodlands to red fir 
forests of the mountains from Ventura County through the Tehachapi 
Mountains and the west slopes ofthe Sierra north to Yuba City. It bloomed at 
6" but may grow over two feet high. 

Incidentally, I reported last time that our very wet winter was hard on P. 
baccharifolius, but most came back and I made a number of cuttings so all is 
well. I certainly agree that shearing P. kunthii, P. gentianoides, and P. 
campanulatus is essential for appearances, re-bloom, and the health of 
surrounding plants, since they are heavy sprawlers that can quickly suffocate 
smaller plants. P. tenuis is a good and reliable penstemon here in spite of its 
Gulf Coast provenance. I've tried P. aridus several times but have never 
succeeded with it. What kind of environment does it grow in? 

Richard, try P. ovatus in your Maine garden if you can get some. It comes 
from the west slope of the Cascades so likes it cool, will stand moisture and 
shade and has lovely blue flowers. 

Virginia Carlson, Fullerton CA 
# 11 Cross Country 

October 29,1993 
This has been a very strange year. First, we had the unusually heavy rains in 
March, then a very humid, cool summer. I had trouble getting tomatoes to ripen 
even in a container which should be warmer than the soil as it was above 
ground. Now in October we are having days in the high 80's but nights in the 
50's. I have had the most color from the P. smallii, which rebloomed every 
time I cut off the seed stalks, and is still in bloom. P. tenuis bloomed and I cut 
off seed stalks and it is still alive. I can't get P. pinifolius to bloom at all, three 
year old plants died back extensively in late summer without blooming. There 
is still some green growth on them. Perhaps they need more winter chilling or 
high intensity sun? I have some fine clumps of P. cardina/is which hopefully 
will bloom next year. P. heterophyllus bloomed over a long period of time but 
has quit, and I have pulled some where it got straggly. It doesn't make very 
strong plants. P. kunthii has also done well ... the second generation has some 
different and better colors, one with white throat in a clearer color. I can't think 
of anything it crossed with as I don't have any other pents nearby. I have quite 
a few plants of P. procerus, polyploid from seed from John Roden. They 
haven't grown very large but are alive. 

This is the week of the horrible firestorms in Laguna Beach. I wonder if it 
came anywhere near Connie. I am in the north part of Orange County, about 30 
miles from Laguna Beach. The fire in Villa Park, Anaheim Hills was closer, 
east and a little south, 6-8 miles away. 
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Connie Estes, Santa Paula CA 
# 11 Cross Country 

June 7, 1993 
A penstemon bed has been established now, with soil hopefully rearranged to 
suit their fancy. I'm not really set up yet with an area to start seeds so my pents 
were all ordered from nurseries. Included are: P. campanulatus 'Evelyn', 
'Garnet', 'Blue Midnight'; P. palmeri, P. discolor, P. newberryi, Red Lassen 
form, P. rupicola 'Diamond Lake', P. smallii, and P. fruticosus var. scouleri 
'Alba'. It's a beginning, now we will see what will come and go. All the pents I 
had in pots from last year were destroyed by two new lab puppies. 

November 11, 1993 
I'm still trying to recoup after my canyon was burned during the October fires 
you've no doubt heard about. Our home was saved but it now looks like we live 
on the moon. All penstemons were saved and are blooming beautifully. Our 
avocado trees burnt, with the fruits burning like little lamps as they hung on the 
trees. The county should be seeding soon to help with the mudslide. 

Shirley Backman, Reno NV 
#13 Directors 

June 2,1993 
Things could not be more different than when I last wrote about six months 
ago. The hills have been covered with successive displays of color, mostly 
yellow, Lomatium, Phacelia, Crepis. I only remember the Phacelia (P. 
adenophora, a little one) blanketing the hills once before. Now the display is 
mostly white, partly from an endemic (I'm not sure how narrowly, but it 
doesn't reach California) annual lupine, L. malacophyllus, and partly from a 
little annual daisy called Blepharipappus scaber. Both of these in some places 
form a two-tiered display with a wild carrot or parsley waving above them. This 
is Perideridia, with an edible if very narrow root called yampah which tastes 
like parsnip. 

But I digress. All of these flowers are being punctuated by Calochortus 
bruneaunis. They are too scattered to make a sheet of color, but everywhere you 
can see the green stripe on the white flower. Higher up on Peavine Lewisia 
rediviva is covering rocky slopes where I haven't seen it blooming since Myrtle 
Hebert was here one Memorial Day years ago, when we could hardly keep from 
stepping on it. Penstemon roezlii (the Jepson Manual calls P. roezlii what used 
to be P. laetus, so I will too) wasn't blooming in the wash where I usually find 
it. It turned into a gully over the winter, but my grandson Luke found a nice 
batch of it between our house and his. It was in a few spots further up the 
mountain but more scattered. 
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P. speciosus seems to be coming back in the spot where it clusters below 
mountain mahogany. There were a lot of small plants. I don't. find it other 
places very often in a group of more than two or three plants. I have seen a few 
penstemons in the wild that I hadn't found before. Penstemon acuminatus was 
tall with a rather small light purple flower. I remember the plant I grew as 
being a vivid blue and this does seem to be a color that it also comes in. It was 
growing in six feet of sand -- probably more -- in a place called Bass Flat near 
Fallon NY. 

On May 25th Carl and I set out for a three day trip to Ely and back. We 
found P. kingii in a place where we can collect seed if I can find the plants 
again and I think I can. They were rather scattered. It was on Wheeler Peak but 
that's off limits. Next came P. dolius, looking like a lot of blue tissue paper 
lying on the ground. I went far enough east of a summit I had searched in vain 
before to find it at last. 

We made a side trip south to Cherry Creek Summit where P. eatonii and 
some of the prettiest P. palmeri I have ever seen grow. We were eventually led 
to a road where the Mohave Desert was taking over from the Great Basin 
desert. There we found Penstemon immanifestus. I have a few seeds in sugar 
water (stems of seeds, I should say) but I don't think they will ripen. 

I looked for but didn't see P. con/usus along the highway waving among the 
grasses. But a clump of 4" little plants we found on the way home turned out to 
be that well-named species; rather a lot of blue in the pink instead of the clear 
pink I remembered, but nice. We stopped at our favorite spot, Ramona, the road 
to Hamilton. As usual I couldn't find P. thompsoniae, but the ground near the 
highway was covered with Leucocrinum. Advancing further into the hinterland 
we came across Penstemon humilis. This little form is adorable. On a parallel 
road farther west we found P. immanifestus growing all along a highway where 
we'd had difficulty finding a few plants last year. Somewhere we found a plant 
of P. pachyphyllus and realized that it wasn't only the sponge-like beard that 
differentiates it from P. immanifestus; it has smaller leaves. I had a plant in the 
garden this year and it looked quite delicate, but smaller leaves or not, it 
doesn't look delicate in its native habitat. 

The final plant we located was another that bloomed in the garden this year, 
P. janishiae. There didn't seem to be too much soil that wasn't under 
cultivation, but that's what we were looking for and we finally found some. 
There was P. janishiae, hugging the sagebrush. There was one plant out in the 
open. It's a relief both to have grown and to have found this plant, with its 
beard sticking out and curling under the hairy reddish corolla. 
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Fig. 9: Penstemon ambiguus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 
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Fig. 10: Penstemon thurberi. Photo by Jean Heflin. 



Fig. 11: Penstemon pinifolius. Photo by Jean Heflin. Fig. 13: Penstemon commarhenus. Photo by Jean Heflin . 
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Fig. 12: Penstemon pseudoparvus. Photo by Jean Heflin. Fig. 14: Penstemonjamesii. Photo by Jean Heflin, 



Fig. 15: Penstemonjamesii ssp. ophianthus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Fig. 16: Penstemon breviculus. Photo by Jean Heflin. 

Tbea Unzner 
Scboneicbe, Germany 

October, 1992 
In late Mayall the species of Penstemon procerus began to bloom. The smallest 
was the first, a quite flat mat with ovate leaves and 10-15 cm. high stems with 
1-3 whorls. The corolla is blue-violet, the edge blue, the palate is white
bearded. The next was P. procerus ssp. procerus (I think it is this), which 
doesn't form mats, some of the stems are 40 cm. high, the leaves are lanceolate 
with petioles, the leaves on the stem are sessile. P. procerus ssp. tolmiei; I have 
had this for some years, it is a large mat with many flowering stems. The 
lanceolate leaves have a long, thin petiole, the leaves on the stem are sessile to 
clasping. The corolla is violet with blue edge. 

Last year I got some seeds from a Botanical Garden in the former USSR 
named P. procerus. Some of these plants bloomed yellow-white or bluish
white; the whorls are especially dense with more than 30 blossoms and they 
stand horizontally. Some years ago I bought a little plant with the designation 
"Penstemon pulchellum." This plant forms small mats with very narrow leaves, 
often folded. The flowering stems are only 10-15 cm. high and the blossoms 
stand horizontally in 1-2 whorls, blue-violet. I think it is very difficult to 
determine all these plants, especially here in Germany, where nobody knows 
these plants exactly. 

Easier to distinguish are Penstemon virens, P. rydbergii var. oreocharis, 
and P. attenuatus. The last has bigger flowers and the petioles, calyx, and 
blossoms are glandular-pubescent. A very nice Penstemon ovatus bloomed with 
40-50 cm. high stems and whorls of bright blue blossoms. Penstemon 
whippleanus bloomed dark violet, not as richly as usual. I think it didn't like 
the heat beginning in the middle of May. 

For the penstemons ofthe Dasanthera group and P. hirsutus and P. hirsutus 
var. pygmaeus, the weather made no difference: they were in flower in sunny 
and half-shady places. Then in the last days of May the sun called forth P. 
barbatus 'Praecox Nana', P. strictus, P. gracilis, P. laetus, P. canescens, P. 
'Blue Spring', and many P. barbatus and P. strictus hybrids. In June, 
Penstemon serrulatus and Penstemon digitalis became two species which felt so 
well in my sandy soil, that they were spreading everywhere as weeds. A whole 
bed of P. serrulatus is a beautiful sight with its reddish-violet to violet-blue 
colors and troops of bumble-bees over it. 

Penstemon smallii bloomed sparsely; it was really too hot and too dry for it. 
We had many weeks of 25-30°C. and no rain. It was the warmest summer here 
since 1834. Penstemon barbatus didn't grow as high as usual either, but the 
Mexican hybrids displayed their splendor. So did 'Firebird', Penstemon kunthii, 
and P. heterophyllus. The latter I grew four years ago from seed from 
California; in the first winter most plants died in spite of good protection with 
pine branches. Now I still have one plant in a pot, which I take in a cold house 
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during the winter. It is worthWhile -- it blooms in the fall and is always 
surprising with the yellow bUd,S, coloring over dull-violet to clear rose-violet 
blossoms. 

In August P. aampanulatu& came into bloom, and also the seedlings from 
spring: P. triphyllus. P. kunthit, and P. campanulatus (all seeds from Vaclav 
,Plestil). I have al$O seedlings qr P. campanulatus from my own seed. I observed 
that thQ1,)lossomsdidn't allloqk like the red blossoms of the parents, maybe the 
bees or bumble-bQes had brought pollen from the Mexican hybrids to the 
flowers of Penstemon campanulatus. 

In October there are still in bloom, 'Firebird'. P. campanu/atus, P. kunthU, 
and the Mexican hybrids and .. ere and there a few P. hirsutus. In spite of the 
super summer -- with the highest temperatures at 37°C. -- the penstemons 
bloomed richly and splendicQy ion poor sandy soil with few waterings. 
Unfortunately several small seedlings dried out during this hot summer. 

January 11, 1993 : 
Now we ale having winter anell after thrQe weeks with hard frost it's warm, like 
in springtime with rain I:\tld wihd. I've got seeds from the APS and I sowed the 
first seeds in pots, which I put put in the garden. Now they are wet with the 
rain and I hope they'll get frost next month. 

The year 1992 was a year with many problems in Europe, especially the war 
in Yugoslavia, the fugitives from the eastern countries to the western stat€;S, the 
division in Czechoslovakia, the unemployment and the increasing costs of 
living everywhere, and the awtht disasters with the big tankers, at least near the 
Shetland Islands. So much mi~ry everywhere in the world, one becomes 
depressed -- if we did not haveiour joy with the gardens. our flowers, and in 
nature! I hope the winter won't be too long, the points of the snowdrops are 
already to be seen! 

Vaclav Plestil 
Tumov, Czech Republic 

Jan. 31, 1993 
Just a week ago we had springllike weather, temperatures high above zero, one 
day up to 59°F. and at night 4~, rainy and windy, everything not moist but too 
wet. Then followed one night df snowfall -- we here below the mountains got 
about a foot layer -- and again frosts -- down to zero F at night for at least four 
nights, just as in the first ten d/iys of January. So I was afraid that what was not 
dried up and burned in the last :very hot summer certainly would be damaged by 
frosts and then rotted in the tluiwing period usual at that time. It is too early to 
say what will survive. The pents usually have very densely packed small 
rosettes of wintering leaves which will soon in the spring elongate to their 
normal size as in P. nitidus and such -- others seem to be very sad and ugly, as 
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kunthU, campanulatus, and all the Mexican hybrids, before the snow they got 
on the naked ground and they dislike it during frost. 

The evergreen Dasanthera seem good. P. rupicola is covered by a small 
bunch of Pinus branchlets, the same with P. newberry; and P. sonomensis. The 
P. davidsonii are resistant enough not to need to be covered. And their ability to 
regenerate is miraculous. This year there's no seed sowing; I don't have any 
sand, as could not obtain the necessary truck load. At that point I had to stay 
with potting up last year's seedlings. Although the cost increased many times -
I'll be able to get,some in spring for the most necessary plants. I wished to 
construct another sand berm and so a place for many other plants, not only 
pents: Yucca. No/ina. Opunt;a. Echinocereus, and many other goodies of the 
western drylands. It'd be optimal to get ten tons ... we'll see. 

Friends in the Botanical Garden at Pitzen in W. Czech offered magnificent 
help: they are new and need a lot of plants. They have enough space, substrates, 
and capacity for seed treatment and several very keen and qualified people, so 
we decided to sow all my seed and even those we can get through my own seed 
exchange, Index Seminum, (this year is No. 30), in their garden, and later in 
the season we'll divide the seedlings. They need a goodly amount in some 
cases, while for me it is usually enough to have 3-5 plants per species. This 
year we have many goodies from Gwen Kelaidis, Ron Ratko, AI Bradshaw, 
Vail Alpine Gardens at Colorado, from Avon, something from Wayne Roderick 
as always, and also from John Andrews from Berkeley -- he collected in Utah 
and the results are magnificent! 

I propose no collecting trips this year. Perhaps three or four days at Easter to 
look at foothills and the Sierra Estrella to Portugal, perhaps using free tickets 
on the railway. Until last fall I never had time to use this possibility in all the 
thirty-five years I've been on the railway. 

This last year was hard -- in the spring my mom (87) was seriously ill, my 
wife too had some health problems; all the season was hectic and unquiet, 
many flowers and lovely seedlings but little time. In the fall besides finishing 
up the garden there were problems with the railway job. New technical and 
commercial examinations because of new prescriptions, and a sharp reduction 
of employment, and later further troubles. Our chief had a heart attack and our 
commander retired. No one had to do these things. Finally I got this job, though 
I did not want to go into this work. They decided I was the man for this crisis, 
able to keep things running. It means managing the whole station and being 
responsible for almost everyone, less free time and a head full of railway even 
at home. We are nearly all disgusted by the. dividing of the state; none of the 
normal people wished it. The economy too is far from roSy, but some 
consolidation can be observed. There is a new tax system, the VAT ... and all 
prices climb. The postage is up in some cases 400% in the inland net; the 
international taxes increased too but not so much. Mailing books is nearly 
impossible and I do it from Germany. 
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On top of the railroad work I was very nervous, having to prepare a talk on 
the Rockies and the Sierra Nevada for Hanover in northwestern Germany. This 
required the utmost care, because the majority of people present were 
professional gardeners and botanists -- very knowledgeable and naturally very 
critical. All ended well, it was a very nice meeting and finally we needed 
nobody to translate -- plantsmen always understand each other. 

In general I am very tired from everything. A light point was seeing, once in 
summer and once just after Christmas, our "enfant terrible" Joe Halda and his 
wife Jarrnila. It was very nice meeting him. But it is nearly impossible to catch 
him: when he is not in Parmirsor in Turkey, then he collects seeds somewhere 
in Patagonia or Yunnan. It was too short a meeting after too long a time. 

My sleeping deficit increases from week to week ... but no black mood, 
though all circumstances would permit it, this is not the correct time for any 
black modes, but for concentration of remaining powers -- yes? 

Dale Lindgren, North Platte NE 
#13 Directors 

October 18, 1993 
This spring, summer and fall have passed by very quickly; and, as usual, I 
accomplished much less than I had anticipated. I did enjoy having the 
opportunity to visit with some of you at the ARGS meetings in Vail, Colorado, 
and the APS meetings in Denver, Colorado, this summer. Clive and Kathy 
Gandley from England stayed with us here in North Platte, Nebraska, for four 
days prior to the ARGS meetings. Clive is a national collection holder for 
Penstemon for the United Kingdom. He estimates they have 160 to 200 
different Penstemon in their garden. They seemed to be more interested in 
hybrids than species. We had some very interesting discussions, and I heard a 
new perspective on Penstemon use. 

After leaving the APS meetings in Denver in June, my family and I made 
our way to Corvallis, Oregon. I enjoyed seeing several P. palmeri plantings 
along the interstate in Idaho. After leaving Corvallis, we ended up in Walnut 
Creek, California. I bought a few Penstemon plants that are not available in the 
Midwest. Later in the summer, we went to meetings in Nashville, where we 
found several Penstemon for sale in nurseries and found some in botanical 
garden plantings. 

Most Penstemon bloomed well here at North Platte this growing season. We 
are about 7 inches above normal for precipitation this year but have not had the 
flooding that has occurred in eastern Nebraska, Kansas, and states east. I might 
mention that in the next few months, we hope to do some limited studies on 
DNA analysis in Penstemon. This might be beneficial in breeding Penstemon, 
especially for wide crosses. 
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Betty: I have grown P. kunthi i for the last two years. It is one of my 
favorites. However, it does not overwinter, so I have to grow it as an annual and 
start it early in the year. 1 would like to hear more about your black pent. Is it 
available to evaluate in our trial garden? 

Shirley: When I drove through Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming this summer, 
everything looked unusually green. Unfortunately (maybe fortunately), not 
everyone enjoys the same type of natural landscapes that we do. After reading 
about all the species of Penstemon you are familiar with, I feel somewhat 

inadequate. 
Thelma: You mentioned that plants from Japan seem to like the Seattle 

environment. Do you know if anyone in Japan grows Penstemon or if anyone 
does any Penstemon breeding/selection work in Japan? That is one of the areas 
in the world where I have little knowledge on Penstemon use. 

Frances: I can send you seed of P. 'Prairie Splendor' if you would like me 
too. Bluebird Nursery of Clarkson, Nebraska, is supposed to be selling 
seedlings of it next spring. I would like to hear more about your trip to 
England. Did you see any Penstemon or meet anyone who works with 
Penstemon when you were there? I would like to get to England in the next two 

to three years. 

Verla Heitmann, Hardy NE 
#13 Directors 

September 20, 1993 
Our past summer has been different ... wet, wet, cloudy. As a result, my flowers 
have taken a severe toll ... so many of them drowned out or just plain did not 
like the damp weather. I really lost many pents so will have to basically start 
over. I had one or two clumps that always seem to make it no matter what ... 
but not this year. The tags said P. deustus, and they did bloom so nicely for 
years ... but the strange weather this summer has done them in. I do have some 
Scharf hybrids in the seed row that I plan to transplant this fall. Also some 
cuttings from 'Husker Red'. 

I did lose one of the 'Husker Red' to the 'strange weather.' The seeds I 
planted this spring have not shown much promise ... very sparse germination, 
but I will leave them in hopes of late fall or early spring germination. This past 
Saturday my husband and I attended the first A FESTIVAL OF COLOR lawn 
and garden open house at the University of Nebraska Research Center in Mead. 
It was wonderful and I have no doubt that it will get better with each passing 
year. It was so good to see Dale there ... with his APS Bulletins and specimens 
of Nebraska wildflowers and flowers suitable for drying. He had a very 
interesting table set up in the tent. 

Another interesting garden was the shrub roses, and I did find out that they 
are very hardy in Nebraska and I should not be afraid to plant them. They are 
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definitely on my want list for 1994 along with several other plants. I am going 
to try once more to get this lettCj:r .typed. 

Thelma: Thanks for the infd about P. cardwell;; 'John Bacher.' I sowed seed 
of it but it never germinated. Will try again 

Ellen: I am so glad you got to go to the ARGS and APS meetings. From 
what Dale told me, they were w,onderful. I must see the Betty Ford Alpine 
Garden at Vail someday. I enjoyed the photos you included. And the pent 
specimen looks so much like my Scharf hybrid. I was hoping there was one in 
bloom but there wasn't and thefrostlwet weather or whatever has left the plants 
in disarray, so can't really share a leaf with you. 

Ellen Wilde, Santa Fe NM 
#13 Directors 

August 25, 1993 
Summer has flown, and we are poming into the nicest time of year in Santa Fe. 
Our monsoon season was almo~ non-existent, but we finally had rains for a 
couple of weeks so everything is looking good again, although the summer 
flowers did not do well because it was so dry in June and July. I had decided 
keeping the whole bed of wildflowers 20' wide around two sides of the house, 
but it was too much. So I pulled most of them up and sowed blue grama grass. I 
really had a hard time getting it started with the drought but it is looking pretty 
good now. A lot of the wildflowbrs are coming back in it, too. I hope it will be a 
pretty meadow effect next year. There are a lot of blue flax, chocolate flower, 
paintbrush, TheJesperma, GaiJJqrdia, wallflower, Erigeron, and a few 
penstemons. 

I wanted particularly to get rid of Penstemon strictus, which makes such big 
mats and smothers out the gras~ I plan to mow it off each fall and didn't want 
anything left that interfered wit! the look of a lawn. The P. barbatus, P. 
commarhenus, P. jamesii, and 11. virgatus will be hardly noticeable in their 
winter rosettes. I had a few pest$ in it too which I thought I had gotten rid of 
before seeding, but they are co~ng back too so I was out with a paintbrush and 
solution of Roundup to put on Sphaeralcea, Butter and Eggs, and Potentilla 
anserina. 

The ARGS and APS meetings were great. Winter had held on too long so 
the helicopter trips had to be ~celed and some of the field trips changed 
because the snow was too deep qr the flowers had not started. But they did a 
splendid job of shifting things ~ound and I certainly enjoyed the trips I was on. 
Highlight of one of the trips wa~ Lewisia pygmaeus by the hundreds popping up 
along the roadside west of Silverheels and of the other was Dr. Beatrice 
Willard, the other author of Land Above the Trees, sitting out on the tundra 
above Loveland Pass telling stories about her experiences in the tundras. 
Visiting gardens was another delight. Of course DBG and the Vail Gardens 
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were wonderful, but private gardens were even more interesting. Lauren 
Springer's in Windsor, CO, just east ofI25 and south of Ft. Collins was the 
most outstanding. The variety of flowers she uses is amazing and everything 
was grown to perfection. Her charming little 1920's bungalow was literally 
smothered in flowers, and they came right out to the street on both sides of the 
corner lot. She had quite a few penstemons in there too! The private gardens 
they had listed for visiting in Vail were quite an experience: None of the 
owners seemed to know anything about the plants they had. Their gardens were 
all created and maintained by employees! I was back in Vail about 2 weeks 
later on a Monday morning with my husband and sister and brother-in-law and 
went to show them the Vail Garden and all the ladies' garden club was busy 
weeding, trimming, deadheading and socializing under Marty Jones' 
sUpervision. 

The trip we had for the APS was quite a drive and we did see quite a 
number ofpenstemons. Most pleasing to me was meeting Penstemon hallii, 
which had just started blooming on the mountain behind Georgetown. I found 
it was the same one which a local nursery had blooming very early in the spring 
and didn't know what it was so it definitely will grow in Santa Fe, and I 
understand from old bulletins is relatively easy. Beth Wilton from Ft. Collins 
knows another place where it grows and promises to collect seed for this year's 
exchange. 

Speaking of the exchange, I got the first packet of seed for it from a Denver 
member yesterday: P. grandiflorus hybrids. I'm looking forward to the summer 
bulletin, wondering what everyone will say to my request for climate data and 
descriptions. 

Verla: I have been thinking of you and Laverne and hoping the weather 
improved so you could get your crops in and did not have flooding on any of 
your lands. Did you get to the Spring Affair? I am really envious of your 
statewide arboretum. New Mexico has almost nothing to show off our native 
plants, although they did break ground finally for a botanic garden in 
Albuquerque two months ago. Albuquerque does have a nice garden center 
now, but it is mostly just a meeting place for garden clubs, rather than a place 
to learn. Santa Fe has a new place which is a registered botanic garden but it is 
not open to the general public. I went to a watershed management seminar 
there mainly to see what they are doing. It is a 20-acre private estate that used 
to belong to Georgia O'Keeffe and now is owned by a Texas couple who have 
set it up as a foundation for small wildlife protection, a botanic garden, 
permaculture demonstration, and conference center (and tax shelter?). It is a 
beautiful place and they are doing some very interesting things, chiefly a 
demonstration wetland septic system, a glorious solar greenhouse and 
outstanding orchard and produce gardens. Perhaps one day it will become open 
to the public I hope. 

Dale: it was good to see you and I hope you get the year sabbatical in 
Oregon. What a nice change it would be for your whole family: I look forward 
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to your cobaealtriflorus hybrid. Can we have some for the seed exchange? My 
plants of P. cobaea and P. grandiflorus from Nebraska were outstanding again 
this year. The Asclepias tuberosa are thriving and the wild petunia hanging in 
there. 

Jack: I am glad to have met you, although we did not have enough time to 
talk. I am going to start on the Penstemons in the Parks report next month and 
should have it dOJ).e by the middle of October. My husband has been working 
with my discs and got a new disc drive so he can translate from my Panasonic 
word processor to his Zeos computer so that will be much easier for me than 
having to retype everything on his computer. Did you get to the Chicago 
Botanic Garden? I did ask them for reports on their trials. Would love to have 
some pictures too. 

Shirley: I didn't have enough time to talk to you either. I hope the next APS 
meeting will be 2 or 3 days and will be in Laramie. My robin made it all the 
way around once and got started again, but it seems to be stalled once more. 
Beth and I are the only ones that are really into it. Ted asked if we could have 
some more members in the SW. California doesn't really fit, unless it would be 
from the desert side. I had one plant of P. janishiae bloom this year also. It was 
interesting, but not really pretty. The color was red-violet and the beard a very 
showy true orange (almost the same colors as the wallflowers growing wild in 
west Vail together that so shocked me!). Was yours the same color or is there 
variation? 

Thelma: maybe I will get to Washington next July. I really would like to see 
the penstemons that grow up there. Possibly after seeing them I would have a 
better idea of what they need and better luck growing them, although I fear I 
am really not a good gardener because I tend to expect my plants to thrive 
without much help from me. 

Betty: I too copied your letter. If I get to Washington next year I will call 
you for some more places to see penstemons. I have P. neotericus and P. 
azureus, not blooming size yet, in my garden (the labels say that anyway). Hope 
they will bloom next year. Also about a dozen P. kunthii. They were just started 
this winter. One will bloom shortly. I will be interested to see if it survives if we 
get below zero. It makes it in Albuquerque but I don't think they get to zero. 

Ramona: we all missed you very much at ARGS and APS. I had several 
plants that are supposed to be P. acuminatus bloom but they were not very 
showy. There definitely needs to be a lot of work done with penstemons to get 
out the best of each species. Too much of our seed is wild-collected without 
selection for the best first. It is a problem because so many of the wild ones are 
far from members' homes and it is hard to get there at blooming time and seed 
collecting time too. 

Frances: would love to have some seed from your coral pent that is so 
vigorous for the exchange. Just make up a name that hasn't been used before 
and send it in with a description. Maybe someone will identify it later as 
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something else but I don't object to that. I think it might be Penstemon 'Elfin 
Pink', but that has been propagated and distributed by seed and varies a lot. My 
P. nitidus from your seed of two years ago did very well once the rabbits were 
screened out. That and species tulips seem to be their very favorite spring foods. 
I also had another one that bloomed earlier that looked like it might have been 
a cross of P. nitidus and P. angustifolius. It volunteered where I had not planted 
one. Unfortunately it died out after bloom. I was interested to see in Norman 
Deno's seed book that P. nitidus was the only penstemon he found that the seed 
did not remain viable without refrigeration. If I get more seed of it I will store it 
in the refrigerator from now on. 

We have a contretemps going on in New Mexico now with the National 
Park Service similar to yours with Medicine Wheel. They announced they were 
going to close the lunch room in the bottom of Carlsbad Caverns because there 
is a high speed elevator to get down and up and people really didn't need a 
lunchroom at the bottom anymore. What an explosion of protest that has 
created: I am sure they never expected that. How hard it is to get anything 
changed. I do hope we have a meeting in Laramie next year and I will get to 
meet. 

Ramona Osburn, Jacksonville OR 
#13 Directors 

August 12, 1993 
After eight years of drought we have had normal rainfall for the season which 
ends August 31. April and May were glorious months in the rock garden. Good 
rains during the spring made the flowers really flourish. And we had a creek 
for the first time in about five years. Some days I just went down and sat by it, 
enjoying the sound of the water cascading over the rocks. Even after living here 
for twenty years, there seems to be a new discovery every year. This time it was 
finding Calypso bulbosa growing in an area I seldom visit. Only a few plants, 
but I was delighted, especially since it is a no-no to collect it in the wild, and it 
probably wouldn't grow anyway. There wasn't too much Penstemon bloom this 
year, so I had to start a number over again, and they weren't old enough to 
flower. Penstemon acuminatus, P. glaber, and P. subglaber were their usual 
lovely blue. The Lodewicks came for their annual Penstemon visit. One of the 
doubtful ones that came from seed labeled P. cyananthus. keyed out as P. 
strictiformis. I was glad to get that cleared up. 

The group of P. ambiguus is increasing in size. I gave a plant to Baldassare. 
He looked at it and then showed me some plants that had come to him as 
ambiguus from a botanical garden in Sweden, but obviously weren't. He gave 
me two plants, which later bloomed in light lavender. The anthers were like 
those of the Penstemon group, explanate, I think it is called. P. gracilis is the 
one that comes to mind. I believe I saw it blooming in Bob Heape's garden. 
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Shirley: the plant I grow as P. acuminatus is relatively short with firm gray
green leaves and vivid blue flowers. It blooms before P. glaber. The flowers are 
large. I'm certain it isn't P. angustifolius or P. nitidus. Penstemon thompsoniae 
is relatively inconspicuous, partly because of its purple coloring. Sally Walker 
sometimes has seeds of a lighter-colored form. It is just a little way up the road 
to Hamilton, about a hundred yards beyond the turnoff to a reservoir or 
recreation area of some sort. It grows between the Scutellaria nana var. 
sapphirina right along the road, and the limestone area which is on a gentle 
rise about a hundred yards or so from the road. It grows with the Genothera 
lavandulifolia on soil which is rather reddish or brown, I forget which. That 
Scutellaria, incidentally, is a beautiful thing. Does anyone have seeds of it? 

I found the Lepidium nanum and collected a few seeds, of which only one 
germinated, but missed the Phlox tumulosa. 

Thelma: just received Part II of the Stones' account of their trip to 
California and Oregon, which tells of our visits to Mt. Eddy, Castle Lake, 
Kangaroo Lake, and Steen's Mountain. Last week I went back to Steen's with a 
friend. The flowers were much better this year because of the rain. In fact we 
had a big thunderstorm the first night. I was glad to be in an R V instead of a 
tent. I brought back some cuttings of P. davidsonii var. praeteritus. For some 
reason I have difficulty with this one. Gwen and Panayoti seem to grow it 
easily. Mike and several other people think it isn't a variety of P. davidsonii, 
and I tend to agree, but I don't see it as a variety of P. fruticosus either, as some 
writers have suggested. Why can't it be a separate species? What should I do 
with the seeds of P. 'Crystal' from the plants that turned out blue-violet? The 
flowers are attractive. Siskiyou let me have a plant of the real thing. Hope it 
survives. 

Betty: you have been taking some very good trips and seeing lots of 
Penstemons. The Jepson Manual has been out for several months. You can get 
a copy from California Princeton Fulfillment Services, 105 Lower Ferry Road, 
Ewing, New Jersey, 08618. It was $55 until June 25, but it's more now. There 
is an 800 number. but I have mislaid it. Maybe someone else can give it to you. 
It is a helpful manual, but I wish it had a regular index instead of just listing 
the new plants and new names. Their justification isn't too convincing. 

Frances: it doesn't surprise me that the National Forest closed the road to 
Medicine Wheel to vehicle traffic. What has bothered me is the awful fence that 
was put around the wheel. It completely destroys the ambiance of the place. I 
got far more satisfaction out of looking at the ancient cushions of Kelseya 
uniflora and the delightful Clematis occidentalis. C. tenuiloba, and C. 
pseudoalpina. I've never succeeded in getting seeds of the latter to germinate. 
Claude Barr claims it is easy to grow. It does seem to me, though, that the 
forest service could run a bus up there now and then to accommodate people 
unable to walk. Penstemon aridus and P. caryi both bloomed this year, but P. 
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caryi then proceeded to die, so I shall have to order more seeds this fall from 

the exchange. 
Ellen: I was sorry not to go to Colorado this year. There were too many 

things I needed to do at home. The Colorado meetings in 1986 were great. 
Phyllis Gustafson and I went together. Afterward Panayoti asked us to take 
Josef Halda to the west coast with us, as he had a talk to give in Seattle. 
Panayoti had us take the same route as the bus trip, so we were able to see the 
Snowy Mts., Muddy Gap, Big Horns, Bear Tooth, etc., and it was great fun 
having Josef with us. He knows more about our American plants than most of 
us do. But do go back. It is easy driving in all the places we went. I must admit 
that we were glad to discover that Josef had an international driving license 
when a snowstorm hit in the Beartooths. We ran into Sally Walker at a 
restaurant in Red Lodge. She was camping just out of town. and was collecting 

seeds. 
By the way, I wrote for a plant list from Agua Fria Nursery more than a 

month ago and haven't received it. Perhaps the lists are only sent out in spring. 
I wanted to order some plants for fall delivery. Ordering the germination 
chemical to send with the seeds is a good idea. but we should all chip in on the 
cost. Describing our climate is also a good idea. 

Verla: your weather this spring sounded really grim. I hope it has improved 
since then. The floods along the Mississippi and tributaries have been dreadful. 
So many farms have been utterly destroyed. It has been a terrible experience for 
a great many people, and it isn't over yet. 

Betty Davenport, Sumner W A 
#13 Directors 

July 25, 1993 
It is been a busy year and a lot has happened since the robins were here last. 
First I had good germination of my seeds and except for the Washington 
species almost all came. Seed saved since 1985 germinated well. Most of the 
seed coming from the seed fund germinated. A lot of damping off occurred or 
my seedlings have been feeding the slugs; a few are found under the seed flats. 
There should be some new pents this year to see this year. For a change, I found 
the time to do the first transplanting this year. Some plants I now have are a 
number of P. procerus, P. 'John Bacher' (1985 seed). P. pinifolius. P. cyaneus. 
P. strictus. P. perfoliatus. P. hirsutus (several forms), P. venustus or P. 
serrulatus (white form from Vaclav), P. 'Groenlet Rump' (Germany), P. 
alpinus. P. glaber, P. grandiflorus (white form), P. hirsutus. P. triphyllus x 
richardsonii, P. rostriflorus (Laquana Mts.), P. attenuatus, smaller amounts of 
P. wrightii. P. speciosus (from a garden in Bonney Lake), P. fruticosus (from 
Cabin Creek), P. neotericus (Joy Meagher, 1991), species from John Day 
(1985), and P. caesius. There is a large amount of Aquilegia including Eric 
Horton's double white. I must have over 1,000 seedlings ... more than enough 
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to keep me busy. The surprise was to find in old seed flats a large amount of P. 
rupicola from sowing a year ago. It germinated through a I12 to I inch layer of 
moss. Where we collected the seed, P. rupicola was growing on moss cover 
rocks. Is there a relationship here? Just in case, I transplanted the moss with the 
seedlings. All look good at this point. 

The garden was a good month late due to rainy, cold weather. It had barely 
started when we left for California in late May and was in full bloom when we 
returned in June. It had exploded with bloom. The Dasanthera pents had bloom 
while we were gone. I particularly like Meyers' cross in white and lavender. It 
is similar to P. hirsutus except the inflorescence were much fuller and appear to 
me that the flowers were slightly larger. The gloxinoides types and P. kunthii 
are slowly opening their flowers. The latter is very similar to Bruce Meyers' 
'Mexicana'. I sure like them and both appear to be hardy. My plant of P. 
speciosus that appear in the garden has grown and increased in size. This year 
there were 3 flower stalks loaded with I inch secund flowers. All the seed will 
be saved if possible. I am delighted to have a number of young plants from the 
little seed I got last year. The plant Marge Lebert gave me from her garden has 
been slow to bloom this year. It has Mexican foliage; its bloom is about 2 
inches long; l-inch-wide mouth is constricted as in P. hirsutus, and it has deep 
color guidelines. I feel it must be a hybrid between a Mexican and an eastern 
species. It appeared inMarge's 'garden a few years ago. It has set only a little 
seed and that will be saved and planted. 

I took my wildflower class before we left for the southwest. The most 
important thing I learned was that keys had many mistakes and many of the 
problems I had been thinking my fault were actually the fault of the key I was 
using. Using a key is like trying to read someone's mind. When you take a class 
from the key writer then you are familiar with his way of thinking, so hislher 
keys are easy to use. Anyway I am doing much better using the keys and the 
class was enjoyable and I learn several things I had not known before. I have 
given about 5 programs on native plants using Robert's slides. These activities 
delay the start of our trip about 2 weeks. Our trip was enjoyable ... both visits 
with relatives and friends and penstemons. We saw a number ofpents, both old 
and new ones. We spent one day with Jack Goertzen checking over a large 
stand of P. spectabilis, color range from red to deep blue lavender. One plant 
was only about 2 feet high in contrast of the normal 3 or 4 feet. Our next stop 
was at the stand P. californicuswhose bloom was almost gone for this year. We 
did find a lavender caterpillar that was mimicking the bloom of P. californicus. 
Jack took the caterpillars into UC-Riverside and was told that they that had 
been parasitized and that they would not mature or be a problem at the site. We 
visited the stand of P. albomarginatus and found the plant had bloomed and 
there dido't appear to be as many as we found the last visit. 

Another stop was at Mormon Rocks to see about the yellow P. 
centranthifolius and 'purshii ' and found neither, but pents were still growing in 
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the area. On the way home we wanted to see about P. jloridus and P. con/usus; 
we found both not in as great of quantities as previously. We also found another 
pent starting to bloom on Westguard Pass and I feel I finally found P. 
scapoides. Near Susanville we found a pent growing along side of US 395 that 
I feel is P. neotericus, one I think should be in every garden. I hope it proves 
hardy. Next we took a road through the middle of the state where we had not 
been before rejoining the Interstate at Red Bluff. A few miles east of it we 
found another new pent -- one that I have tried to grow several times -- P. 
azureus. I do want to check my specimens with Munz's key when I can find 
them again. At Weed we tum east taking the road to Klamath Falls to visit APS 
member, Nina Price. We drove through a rainstorm from Red Bluff to Klamath 
Falls. The sun came out just long enough for Robert to take photos of Nina's 
garden. This trip was one of the highlights of the trip; she has a small stand of 
P. wilcoxii and several interesting hybrids. One that attracted my attention is a 
small cluster head type blooming pink with deeper red guidelines. It grows only 
to around 8-10 inches high. She had lots of it in bloom. The others are blue 
clusterhead types growing about the same height as her pink. One of her plants 
of P. wilcoxii looked like it may have a pink bloom, and she was waiting for it 
open. Her 'Indian Jewels' pents that have hybridized in her garden over the 
year were not yet in bloom. However, she picked out one that we both felt might 
be a yellow P. barbatus (it was). She gave me starts of it along with small 
seedlings of Dictamnus, gas plant. Her parent plant was a beauty and in full 
bloom. This was the first time I had seen the gas plant. 

Nina also has a large iris garden. Our time was not long enough with her, 
and I was sorry when we had to leave after about an hour. We gathered up the 
back issues of the Bulletin that she had been saving for me before leaving. We 
arrived home the next day. Over the fourth of July weekend, Jack Goertzen 
arrived to go with us on our yearly trip. We drove the motor home and parked it 
near Cougar, W A. The first day we drove up to Laher Point where we had 
found P. cardwellii blooming two years before. Although we found large 
amounts of it blooming on the way, the pent at the Point was through blooming 
and the mountains were in the clouds and not visible. Next we tried for 
Saturday Rock, but we got lost in the fog. We decided to head east toward Trout 
Lake looking for other pents. We found P. attenuatus and Nothochelone 
nemerosa, but didn't get far enough east for P. euglaucus. We saw many of our 
native plants in bloom. The plants that stood out were Lilium columbianum and 
Castilleja species and oxeye daisy. Wild strawberries, blackberries, and 
blueberries were everywhere. Aquilegia/ormosa was blooming in shady areas. 
Many of the yellow composites were in bloom. 

The second day we drove south to the south fork of the Lewis River where 
we found P. serrulatus blooming, along with P. cardwellii. The bear grass at 
Saturday Rock was not in bloom, as it had been two before and we were 
disappointed as the forest is taking over. We drove on to Cougar Rock and 
found P. cardwellii putting on a show. Almost every shade of blue and red were 
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seen along the way. Some clones had buds almost black and 1 commented to 
Jack about the possibility of breeding a black pent. 

Cougar Rock was a delight (it usually is). There, P. rupicola was putting on 
a show high up on the rock. Phlox, Aquilegia, Erigeron linearis, P. serru/atus 
were other plants that I remember. We continue to climb and found 
Erythronium montanus and Trillium in bloom. 1 was attracted to the sedges and 
rushes have learned how to tell them apart in my wildflower class. 

Since we were so close to White Salmon we decided to call Bruce Meyers to 
see if we could visit him the next day. After struggling with the phone system 
for about an hour I got through to him. He said it was okay to come. So early 
the next morning we broke camp and drove the motor home to 1-5 where we 
left it and continued to Husum in the car. Bruce's garden was the highlight of 
the trip. P. 'Mexicana' was in bloom; the Dasanthera bloomed earlier. And 
there among his P. 'Mexicana' was my black pent. The buds are black velvet 
and it opens up a dark red wine. Beautiful!! Another one had a white corolla 
with a hint of light blue and blue guidelines (he is going to keep that one). He 
had plants of crossing P. deustus var. variabi/is with his P. 'Husum Hills. ' 
Those in bloom were attractive. 

1 like his garden layout. His beds are raised and each cross has it own 
section. Again we came away with plants. Bruce was upset because a supplier 
in Hood River was distributing the gloxinoides type as P. pinifolius. He was 
trying to straighten her out. There was a lovely peach shade among the ones he 
brought from her that he hopes to add to his P. 'Mexicana' . Penstemon 
'Mexicali' is a cross of 'Mexicana' and gloxinoides type. The flower is usually 
larger than his 'Mexicana'. 

Back in Bonney Lake, Jack and 1 spent a couple of hours at Mt. Tahoma 
Nursery, a completely different type of a garden, with Rick Lupp. Rick grows 
for the rock garden and wants only plants that are no taller than 8 inches. His 
greenhouses are open at both ends and are not heated. He has one devoted to 
pents. I added several nice clones and he told me about a low growing pent. 1 
now have the white forms of P. fruticosus and P. rupico/a, plus P. 'Myrtle 
Hebert' (our free plant). 

The next day Jack and 1 drove around Mt. Rainier. We make stops at 
Yakima Park and Paradise, where someone removed a jacket given me by one 
of my brothers from a locked car. They left Jack's coat and his cameras which 
were under the dog's blanket. Jack got his first look at P. fruticosus, and we 
saw large amounts of P. rupicola high on the rocks again. Our last trip was to 
Bethel Ridge to see P. jruticosus, P. procerus, P. attenuatus, and P. 
richardsonii. We found all of them along with P. rydbergii higher up. 

Jack called to my attention that the P. richardsonii growing along the 
Columbia River Gorge is mostly on the red side whiie that growing in central 
Washington is mostly on the blue side. 1 had never noticed that before this trip. 
We spent some time trying to located the stand of P. g/andu/osus ssp. 
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chelanensis. We are sure we were in the right draw and could find no sign of it. 
We did find some dead plants that it could be it. I am not sure. Anyway ... it's 
another to add the list of pents that go dormant in the summer months. Others 
are P. gairdneri, P. albomarginatus, and probably P. califomicus. 

The last two months have been great time. In one way coming back home 
and trying to catch up on all that got set aside while we looked for pents and 
other natives is depressing. I started to feed my plants yesterday and got 
waylaid in weeding and pruning and today it is raining again. 

Our next ,trip will be to Hart's Pass in August to look for P. 
washingtonensis; one of Washington's natives we don't have a photo of yet. 

Right now I am in the middle of working on Section Caespitosi for my 
book. I have been updating each species to include subspecies and varieties and 
adding the data where taxonomists disagree about names. 1 keep finding things 
to make it better and more informative. Recently I counted 284 species and we 
have photos of 74 so we have a way to go before we have all of the species if we 
ever do. I have about 128 species updated. 

Ellen: I have been meaning to write you for some time. 1 want to let you 
know that I had good germination from most of the Seed Exchange Seed. 1 will 
try and save seed of P. kunthii as that needs a wider distribution. 

At least your park mentions penstemons. Mt. Rainier National Park doesn't 
even mention them on their description of the flowers blooming in the park. 
They did have a couple of pictures of P. fruticosus and one other. The rangers 
at Yakima Park didn' t even know how to identify one. They told us that a 
botanist from Jackson Hole WY was working on botany in the park. They were 
unaware of previous books printed on the flora of the park. I know the park is a 
favorite "hunting area" of WNPS trips. Flora of the park must be known by 
Washington residents. 

Verla: I have a number of nice-looking seedlings from your seed of the 
white P. grandiflorus. 1 also have one plant from last year still alive, but it 
won't bloom this year. Penstemon 'Husker Red' made a show this year and I 
got lots of nice comments on it. Photos are all slides and will have to wait until 
1 have time to cull and decide which ones 1 want to have prints of. I will save 
some seed. 

Jack: the native home of P. newberryi var. sonomensis is at the top of 
three adjoining mountains in the Sierra Nevadas. 1 would imagine that it gets 
cold there. It is hard to know what your small green-leaved, white-flowered 
Penstemon is. Is it woody and low-grown, size of flowers and type of anthers, 
woolly or not? I believe most of the Dasanthera have had white clones at some 
time -- the better known ones are 'Crystal', 'John Bacher' and 1 had one called 
'Castwellian Hybrid'. 1 have managed to save a small piece of it as it is subject 
to severe die-back. It looks like a form of P. cardwellii. The cluster heads have 
had white clones from time to time. P. deustus can be white; most forms are a 
cream color. I enjoyed the Bulletin and was pleased to see the article on 
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Penstemon 'Purple Haze.' I have it and it far out performed any other P. 
jruticosus clone that I have. 

Of the natives, foremost is the common and ubiquitous P. digitalis. I can 
grow P. small;; but it doesn't self-sow and P. tenuis is here this year, yards 
away next year, and P. laxiflorus will only grow on dry sunny sandy banks and 
I struggle with one or two P. murrayanus, and their roots are getting smaller. P. 
tenuis may have red leaves; but I have never noticed it and P. dissectusdoes 
indeed, have deeply dissected leaves; but the seedlings may not be dissected as 
the only plants that I have had carne to me as almost flowering plants 

Frances Burrell, Lovell WY 
#6 Cross Country 

January, 1993 
Another frigid day, keeping me inside. A snow cover is protecting shallow 
rooted plants which are also being helped by the Christmas trees scavenged by 
a kind nephew. But oh the mess to be cleaned up in the spring -- needles are 
fine, but the bare branches will have to be gathered and burned. 

Today or tomorrow left over pent seed will be sown. Mostly the white P. 
grandiflorus. I've considered sending for some as I usually do but wonder if I'll 
be home to care for them at their critical stage. I think England is again calling, 
if only the back strengthens enough to allow the long plane trip. 

April 17, 1993 
Three-year-old seed of the white P. grandiflorus germinates profusely. The only 
other seed sown was that of P. neotericus which showed nothing. My Wyoming 
seed treatment was probably incorrect. Almost all pents in the garden show life 
except for one pent whose name is forgotten -- seedlings of it grew vigorously 
last summer; but the winter was too much, although we had good snow cover 
for a very long time. 

July 10, 1993 
The one bed devoted only to penstemons was riotous in color almost garish. I 
appreciated the white P. grandiflorus blooming in the center as they toned 
down the purples, reds, corals, blues. There were surprises where did some of 
them come from? Long ago seed that with the rain finally germinated? Tiny 
plants struggling for several years unnoticed until now luxuriating in the rain? 
One mystery that I have not to my shame attempted to key out was a four-foot 
wand-like pent in reddish purple, rather shark face. It was a large clump-eight 
stems -- strange, but interestin.g. I'm positive that it had never bloomed before 
this season. The pure white P. digitalis cured through a perennial bed, almost 
smothering the various low Dianthus, and newly planted phlox. Under the 
foundation junipers P. procerus and a P. humilis have spread. An early 
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blooming P. jruticosus had many more blossoms in lavender than it usually 
displays. It has been a super pent year in the garden -- truly one to remember. 
But I cannot report on pents in the wild. Because I am not supposed to ride nor 
walk in the hills, only three short 4 hour trips were made. One was on 
Memorial Day, too early except for Phlox, one on Mother's Day which gave us 
paint brush, Mertensia, etc., and the third in late June was a rough, jolting off 
the road ride to see the Bitter Root. That is an annual excursion, NEVER to be 
missed. Usually I find P. nitidus in the same area, but there was no sign of it in 
the several pockets of slipping sand. Another perennial bed was bright with tall 
unknown pents in pink, purple intermediate shades. It, TOO, was a mess, 
hardly artistically planted. Pents just came up in unexpected spots. Tall ones 
were by the walk, short ones were in the rear by a picket fence and almost 
hidden by an exploding Echinops. 

Virginia Carlson, Fullerton CA 
#7 West Coast 

February 20, 1993 
We have had about 23 inches of rain so far this season which is about 3/4 over. 
This is more than 150% of rain we normally get. It is raining now, off and on. 

I ordered 8 packets of seed, P. procerus has germinated well, P. cardinalis 
shows a few, P. virgatus, others aren't showing yet. I think I have an old pot of 
P. angustifolius sprouting. P. smallii has been blooming this winter and P. 
kunthii has gone to seed in part. I saved a few. I have three plants: one kept 
very dry didn't bloom, others in regular watering are lush and have bloomed 
twice. I trimmed them back yesterday when it wasn't raining. My P. 'Hidcote 
Pink' was getting too large for its place so I potted it up prior to moving it. Also 
potted up are some that have rooted along the stem. I have an unknown huge 
plant with purple blooms which I bought at K -Mart. It now occupies a square 
yard. I trimmed it back and am contemplating moving it when I figure out a 
good place for it. I should trim back the pink and white Meyers' hybrid which I 
have had for years. It blooms better on new shoots, My P. pinifolius never 
bloomed even in the basket where it got watered regularly. Some died but I still 
have a couple. 

We did not have frost this winter. It got down to 32°F. a couple of times and 
was down in the low 30s at night most of December and early January. Roses 
are putting out a lot of new growth with the cold and all this rain. Bulb display 
is great: narcissus are nearly over, snoWflakes are coming into bloom, Scil/a are 
just behind. I also have a few daffodils, 'Ice Follies' grows here, also the little 
ones like 'Trevithian'. I have gobs of /pheion or Triteleia, almost weedy but 
rather charming. Also the Allium triquetrum cascading down the slope with its 
white blooms. The Ferraria are sending up the zigzag bloom spikes. I ordered 
seed from the Wisley surplus, Royal Hort Society, ARGS and some from 
Thompson and Morgan. I planted most of them in half peat moss and half sand 
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which I collected up in the mountains in the wash behind our cabin. I have had 
gennination in about 2/3 of them. It was late in January when I planted, cool, 
then got wanner, and I put three pots in plastic grocery bags four to a bag or 
two pony pacl.<:s for some things. This kept them a little wanner and kept the 
rain off. I've had good germination in most cases. Right now I have some in the 
garage under fluorescent lights as it is overcast and raining again. 

John Downing, East Sussex England 
#2 Photo 

January 2, 1993 
I was trained as a gardener at Kew in the "Stone Age" (1938-40) -- a certain A. 
Hitler saw to it that my intended 3 year apprenticeship was curtailed by several 
months. Following demob from RAF I went into fanning (dairy), moving to 
Sussex in '54 to start up on own (with wife Barbara and two young daughters) 
on 110 acres of Wealden clay. In those days gardening took second place ... 
vegetable garden ploughed with tractor and seeds sown and that was it! They 
had two chances. The lawn (!) was mow by the bull who was tethered there on, 
to the terror of all callers and tradespeople. The advent of artificial 
insemination putting an end to his (and my) fun. 

You probably all know that the county of Sussex has the English Channel as 
its southern boundary, extending from the ancient Angle Ports town of Rye in 
the east to equally ancient Chfckester in the west. The Weald (see above) is the 
name given to the large (to us) area of undulating country which in earlier days 
was pretty well all one dense oak forest (hence 'Weald" from O. E. and 
probably German Wald), and East Sussex, where we live, is still heavily 
wooded interspersed with smallish fields, chiefly of grass, although some 
cereals are grown by the bigger fanners with good valley land. The soil is acid 
to neutral, very variable in geological tenns (of which I am basically ignorant), 
ranging from good 'strong' loam over clay subsoil, through Golensand and 
Turnbridge Wells Sandrock. The variations can occur from field to field as I 
knew only too well when fanning. I retired from fanning 15-16 years ago when 
my back finally could take no more, and the bank manager likewise. 

We then moved here -- a mere mile or two from Riverhall Farm -- and took 
on this ancient (sorry I keep using that word) house, circa 1625, and 6 acres of 
the above mentioned lovely deep loam. feeling very rich at that time having 
vast(!) amounts of money in the bank we spent the first year here in a caravan 
(camper!) and had a lot of fun doing things to the interior of this beautiful old 
timber framed house, depleting the bank balance more than somewhat in the 
process. I planted a couple of acres of black currants and we did 'Pick You 
Own' for a few years, but the acreage wasn't really enough to make it 
worthwhile, so I grubbed them up, put the field down to grass, which I now 
rent, with the other two paddocks to a neighboring farmer. Our livestock now 
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consists of hundreds of goldfish in the big pond (subject to depredations by hit 
and run herons) and one dog. 

I 'met' Eric Horton through the HPS Correspondents Group. In fact, we 
have yet to meet in the flesh, although we have spoken over the phone. He talks 
about paying a visit in the spring, when he threatens to turn up in a sixteen
wheeler truck loaded with "goodies" for me, in the fond hope that he will be 
returning to the wilds of Essex with half of my "goodies" on board. We have a 
marvelous rapport, and lots oflaughs, he's a great character, and I regard it as 
my lucky day when I first wrote to him following an article by him in a HPS 
Newsletter -- on Penstemon of course! 

So now we appear to be nearing our garden. There is actually about an acre 
fenced in with anti-rabbit netting, consisting of drive, large pond, vegetable 
garden, 'orchard (sick apple trees!),' leaving about 112 acre of 'pukka' garden 
where the interesting stuff is! Too much of lawn, which I dislike mowing more 
and more as the years take their toll. I will admit it looks nice immediately 
following my perspiring withdrawal to a shady spot with a nice cuppa tea. 
Trouble is its even then starting to grow again! There is something to be said in 
favor of drought if only that the inter-mowing periods lengthen! 

I suppose my first love is the genus Rhododendron. The soil and my 
conditions here (8 large Quercus rob us or the so-called English Oak in the 
Western perimeter) create the ideal habitat for Rhodos, and I encourage the 
build up of leaf mold by leaving twigs and smaller dead branches from the oak 
canopy, strewn in the borders to some visitors' obvious horror, who think it all 
frightfully untidy and tacky. They should ask the Rhodos how they feel about it! 
I have woodland type perennials planted between the R's -- Gentiana 
asc/epiadea, trillium, ferns, Erythronium, bluebells (which I knew as Scilla 
nonscripta and Endymion ditto -- now Hyacinthoides nonscripta). 
Incidentally, they grow in great sheets in the woods here in the Ssring and are a 
wonderful sight. I even have Penstemon growing in my 'woodland,' and they 
love it. I have planted other trees in order to provide more dappled shade for 
the Rhodo's -- one Prunus 'Tac-haka' .or Great White Cherry which will 
ultimately be a huge tree, 30 ft or more, and a very beautiful white blossom, 
sever so-called 'Hedge Maples' (Acer campestae) which is a native tree, 
nothing spectacular but turns a nice orange in autumn if on poor soil. Mine go 
a dirty yellow! Prunus subhirtella autumnalis is in flower now, and continues 
on and off through the winter. a large Amelanchier canadensis which never 
flowers (bullfinches eat the buds) and never really colors well in autumn -- my 
soil too good again. I'm also keen on Hydrangea and have a fairish collections 
__ they also enjoy my woodland conditions. H. aspera villosa is a particular 
favorite, and I have a good strain with large broad lanceolate leaves densely 
villous and beautiful big lace cap type blooms. Our recent three years of hot dry 
summers following three winters of low rainfall here have not been to their 
liking and the hose-pipe ban as mentioned by Eric has resulted in our having to 
water by hand, causing our anns to stretch and we now resemble Gorillas! 
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Out of the woodland jungle we come to the jungle borders. I believe in dense 
planting, thereby suppressing annual weeds. I also never stir the soil apart from 
when I plant something new. r quite enjoy hand weeding and invariably find 
interesting volunteer seedlings compliments of my friends the birds, though oak 
and holly seedlings I've tend to regard as weeds. Some I pot up & give away. I 
grow some alpines in a mini mountain range formed by a heap of broken 
bricks, lumps of concrete, old iron, etc. covered with soil. Not a good idea as 
the soil dribbles down and the concrete and old iron seem to grow! So I made a 
'scree' (in name alone) -- stripped off some turf and spread a two inch layer of 
what's known as Pea Beach hereabouts (small gravel) and stuck my latest 
alpines in there. They seem to like it. Another little pond (own make) which 
has sprung a leak, so looks like more perspiration is in the offing. 

Jack Goertzen, Riverside CA 
#2 Photo, #7 West Coast 

March 12, 1993 
Having just come in from counting each leaf and flower bud on many plants; I 
repeat there are not enough years in the day. Many Penstemon seedling need 
transplanting, and the newspaper just listed places to see wildflowers and when. 
In the Idyllwild area -- where I have a lot -- they list 'red Penstemon'. This is 
P. centranthifolius and P. spectabilis is more prominent. They don't list it or 
several others in the Big Bar Mts. and Anza Borrego desert area. We must 
advertise. 

After all the rain we had several dry days have made irrigation necessary. 
My soil is shallow -- 6 inches to 2 feet and decomposed granite, which holds 
little water. So fertilization and irrigation in small amounts frequently is the 
best method and very successful. I try to regulate the vegetative growth ratio 
relative to bloom with fertilizer relatively high or low in N (nitrogen), and I 
vary the ratio ofP (Phosphorus) and K (Kalium, i. e., Potassium). The P. 
barbatus "hopefully yellow" seedlings are ready to be transplanted. It will be 
interesting to see what colors are produced. 

Birdie Padavich, North Bend WA 
#7 West Coast 

January 1, 1993 
New Year's day 1993 -- What Ii year to remember -- Can only hope for a better 
year in 1993. We had a very hot summer. No winter to look back on. Seemed 
the warm weather stayed with us from January to November. Since then we've 
had 3 snow storms and temperatures down into the 20's -- its been 25°F. all day 
and a cold wind that curled your hair. I trimmed roses most of yesterday. I am 
cutting out some of the old rhododendrons that have grown to tall. Have a few 
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tall trees that must come out before spring. We are having a windy winter -
wind blows every day, but keeps the snow away -- hard on plants without some 
type of cover. I've lost most of my slow growing "shrubbies pents." One part of 
the rock garden is too hot and dry; the rest in the shade. The plants grow but 
fail to bloom. 

Erma Pilz, Albuquerque NM 
#6 Cross Country 

February 21, 1993 
I used to see frequently in Western Texas P. albidus however not lately. P. 
lentus is found nearer the eastern edge of Arizona. P. albidus is quite different 
from P. lentus. P. albidus is very pubescent and although white, it is a purplish 
white that is dirty looking usually, with anthers that show up black in the 
flower face, making the flower look lit it is infested with black bugs of some 
kind. 

June 3,1993 
Recently Jean was up near Navaho Lake (Colorado border) and found a 
penstemon she did not know. She brought back a photo of it, and had met one 
of our state botanists working in endangered species -- Karen Lightfoot -- there 
where she found it. Karen did not recognize it either. Jean thought it might be 
P. specious, which I just couldn't go along with. I had grown one P. speciosus 
plant -- but I wasn't able to say why I didn' t think it was that one. But Jean 
called later to say she'd been saying the name wrong -- it might be P. 
scariosus, not P. speciosus. P. scariosus is a Utah pent, by this time I'm sure 
you know a lot of identification is done through knowing where the "pent" 
grows. But sometimes "pents" are found out of their usual area, and Jean was 
right in feeling P. scariosus could have been transported via the waterways 
from Utah. The botanical description fits: hairy anthers, size, leaves, flowers, 
color everything. And then I happened to read the botanical description of P. 
strictiformis -- and the only difference I could find was some slight variation in 
size, just variable enough that it could fit into either description! However, P. 
strictiformis is found in New Mexico and near the Colorado border, so I 
suggested it had to be that, rather that P. scariosus. This sort of thing comes up 
every once in awhile -- pents very similar, but found in other areas. I think one 
of the most interesting is P. jamesii -- whose flower is so like P. eriantherus. 
Thanks to Frances, I have been able to grow eriantherus (from WY) here next 
to our local jamesii. There is great difference in leaf and general plant form. 
But P. jamesii in New Mexico can be extremely varied. The flowers are 
identical -- but near Albuquerque the leaves are grayish from downy hairs and 
smoothly edged, or with an occasional tooth, but not serrate. But from the area 
near New Mexico's Las Vegas) P. jamesii has a dark green, almost glossy 
looking leaf that is definitely serrate. 
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Note from the President 
by Dale T. Lindgren 

As your new president, I thought I might share with you some information 
about myself and some of my thoughts about the American Penstemon Society. 

I am employed by the University of Nebraska at the West Central Research 
and Extension Center at North Platte, Nebraska. North Platte is located about 
300 miles west of Omaha. My research area of interest in plant breeding and 
genetics. This past summer I had a chance to travel to the northwest (Oregon) 
as well as to the southeast (Tennessee). It was a great opportunity to see 
Penstemon plantings along Interstate Highways in Idaho and Iowa, see large 
planter boxes of Penstemon in San Francisco, and see specimen plants in 
landscapes as well as in nurseries in several states. But it was apparent that 
much still needs to be done to promote our plants. 

During this past year, I visited with numerous APS members, and I recently 
spent an evening rereading comments in recent APS Bulletins and APS Robin 
letters. Some thoughts gleaned from these sources were: 

I) to promote the use ofhybridslcultivars in landscapes. 
2) to recognize individuals who have made exceptional contributions to the 

Society. 
3) to continue to educate people in the uses and values of Penstemon. 
4) to update certain APS resource publications and slide sets. 
5) to create a general APS reference book. 
6) to develop a system for evaluating and comparing new Penstemon 

cultivars/hybrids. 
I also see a need to index articles in the APS Bulletin so it is easier to find 
articles related to specific subjects. Any comments would be appreciated. 

If any of you have copies of the old APS Bulletins that you no longer want 
or need, you might want to consider donating them to the Society. Several 
libraries would be interested in having a set on their reference shelves. We 
would also hope that members will continue to submit ideas and articles for use 
in the APS Bulletin and share any news that would be of interest to members. 
We continue to need your active interest in the Robins as well. 

Although our group is relatively small compared to others, we have a very 
knowledgeable and dedicated membership. We need to continue to work 
together to promote our Society. As your President, I am certainly open to any 
comments you might have to help our Society grow. 

ANNUAL MEETING: Saturday-Monday, July 9-11,1994 in 
Laramie, WYand Fort Collins, CO. We gather at the Laramie 

Inn (421 Boswell Street) at 8:00am on July 9th. 
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Note from the Secretary 
by Ann Bartlett 

The Society has maintained a steady membership of approximately 435 
members this year. Renewals were very positive due to placing the renewal 
notice with the seedlist mailing. The 1994 "Dues are due" notice is Penstemon 
utahensis ... red and hard to overlook! Please renew your membership if you 
have not done so. 

There are some new seed catalogues by APS members that I would like to 
share with you: 

Northplan/Mountain Seed (Loring Jones) $1.00 
PO Box 910 
Moscow ID 83843 
Large quantities of Penstemon seed offered suitable for xeriscaping or 

revegetation projects. Seventeen species listed. Small garden packets are 
available for $1.00. 

Alplains (Alan Bradshaw) $1.00 
32315 Pine Crest Court 
Kiowa CO 80117 
Twenty-five species including the beautiful Penstemon yampaensis, P. 

nanus, P. petiolatus, and P. tusharensis. Impressive catalogue filled with color 
photographs and detailed cultural information of many North American native 
plants. 

Graham Ware of Natural Legacy Seeds (RR C-l Laird, Armstrong BC 
Canada VOE IBO) has seed of the hard to find P. cardwellii 'Roseus,' P. 

albertinus, P. 'Crystal! and twenty other varieties. 

PLANTS Vl'·E SOUTHWEST 
R I () Bm 11.\. S \"\ I \ Fl. V\I X730 I 303-~71-2212 

INVITE NATIVES INTO YOUR GARDEN -

• Penstemons for high & low altitudes 
• Stunning wildflowers 
• Native grasses, trees & shrubs 
• Spicy Southwest chile plants & seed 
• Traditional vegetables & herbs 

100-PAGE COLOR CATALOG, $3.50 

FREE PRICE LIST 
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•• 1":.. 

~ 
The American 

CO'ITAGE GARDENER 

~.r.'V:' 

~ 
~ A quarterly magazine for gardeners who read 
~ Exploring the cottage garden style from a 

distinctively American perspective 
~ Informative, refreshing, environmentally gentle 

U.S.$35 / year. 131 E Michigan St, Marquette, MI 49855 

American Rock Garden So 
offering Quarterly Bulletins, Seed Exchange, Color Slide Library, Book Library, 
National, Regional, and Chapter Meetings. 
featuring Study Weekends, Plant Shows, Garden Tours, Plant & Book Sales. 

apply to: 
Jacques Mommens, Executive Secretary, PO Box 67, Millwood, NY 10546 
Annual Membership $25; Visa accepted. 

oc'i.y MOun/Ol 
q.: Rare Plants ~ 

":'-':~~:::~;~;!~i~~;~~;m;;m;l:l:;~::::: 

Seed of plants native to the Rocky Mountains; Penstemons a specialty 
Send $1 for Nov. Catalog to PO Box 200483, Denver. Colorado 80220-0483 

This space available for your advertising! 

quarter page, $25 per year 
half page, $50 per year 
full page, $100 per year 
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The Color Slide Collection 

The American Penstemon Society has two excellent collections of color slides for loan 
to its members and to garden clubs, at no cost except postage. The postage to you will 
be paid by the Society; the return postage, plus insurance, by the borrower. One set of 
slides has been assembled principally to fit the needs of garden clubs and other 
organizations. The other set is for people who wish to learn the different species of 
penstemons and is designed especially to show the botanical points relied on for 
identification. To request a loan, please write: 

James Taylor, Slide Library Custodian, 52 Eastwood, Hutchison KS 67501 

The Library 

The Society has a library for use by its members. Material may be borrowed free of 
charge for two weeks, and for ten cents for two additional weeks. The Society pays the 
postage to the member, and the member pays the return postage. For a loan, please 
write: Mrs. Elizabeth Bolender, Librarian, American Penstemon Society, c/o Cox 
Arboretum, 6733 Springboro Pike, Dayton OH 45449. 

Now available from the library: 
Bulletin of the American Penstenwn Society, 1946-present. 

One issue borrowed at a time. 
Studies in Penstenwn by Ralph Bennett. 

No.1, Habroanthus; No.2, Dasanthera; No.3, Eastern Species; 
No.4, Anularius; No.5, Aurator. One number at a time. 

History of the American Penstenwn Society 
Manualfor Beginners with Penstenwn 
The California Penstenwns by Percy C. Everett 
Bulletin of the American Rock Garden SOCiety, special Penstenwn number 
Penstenwn in Your Garden by Glenn Viehmeyer 
The National Horticultural Magazine, special 1951 Penstenwn number 
Taxonomy in Simple Language by Ralph Bennett 
The Scrophulariaceae of Eastern Temperate North America by F.W. Pennell 

Penstemon Publications by Kenneth and Robin Lodewick 

Penstenwn Notes. 1991. Miscellaneous notes on the genus. $3.00 
Penstenwn Field Identifier. A sketch book of about 260 species, arranged 
geographically. Canada. Postpaid (US/Canada), $12.00; overseas, $15.00 
Penstenwn Nomenclature. 1989. Lists all known botanical names applied to the 
genus. Postpaid (US/Canada), $4.00; overseas, $5.00 
Key to the Genus Penstenwn. Sections treated cover 202 species. $4.00 
What is a Penstenwn? Slide show of Penstenwn. Rental; you pay for return. $5.00 

For further information, write Kenneth Lodewick, 2526 University Street, 
Eugene OR 97403. Make checks payable to Kenneth Lodewick. 
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